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ABC says no alcohol at *99 Days
Ji

Seniors will have to make do without
alcohol for the first time at the 99 Days Dance
Feb. 3 in the PC Ballroom, but the ABC policy
that is keeping the party dry is nothing new.
The Virginia Alcoholic Beverage Control
prohibits alcohol at any public event other
than Homecoming, Founders Day and alumni events, said Stanley Meador, special agent
for the Virginia department of ABC.
"This policy has been in the books for
years," said ABC public relations specialist
Suzanne Horsley.

The caterer at JMU is supposed to call
the ABC and let them know what events are
taking place.
Horsley said it is the caterer's responsibility to send the ABC a list of events so ABC can
approve the events that involve alcohol. She
said the 99 Days Dance was always allowed to
serve alcohol in the past due to a miscommunication between the caterer and the ABC. The
ABC realized this year exactly what was going
on at the party and enforced their policy.
"Based on what Meador said, possibly the
title of the event didn't really correspond to what
the party was, or the caterer left it off because he
didn't realize it needed to be checked," Horsley

said. "The agents have been trying to pay more
attention to the events each month and figuring
out what each event really is."
Horsley said the Lombardi Gras music
festival was not allowed to serve alcohol last
spring because of the policy.
Senior Class President Chris Neff said he
found out about the change on Jan. 20.
"I called special events to ask about catering, and then we got a reply from the ABC
about the new policy," Neff said.
Meador stated, "College events should
not be licensed with what might be described
»•• ALCOHOL page 9

"Students don't just learn in the classroom, they learn everywhere. . . . They need
to exist, live and learn in an atmosphere that is real-world." — Fred Hilton

Study reports ^racial preferences'
in college admissions
University finds flaws in report's assumptions, methods, findings
EDITOR'S NOTE: Due to the
volume of material covered in this
study, which includes data on Hispanic and Asian student enrollment,
The Breeze will run a series of stories examining its results. The
Breeze will also try to determine
what this means for ]MU and wlrnt
the whole university community
thinks about Hie report's conclusions.
A significant preference in college admissions is given to
African-American students over
white students in Virginia,
according to a study conducted
by a private non-profit organization released Wednesday.
The Center for Equal Opportunity, a Washington, D.C. organization designed to "promote colorblind equal opportunity and
racial harmony," produced the
study titled, "Preferences in Virginia Higher Education: Racial
and Ethnic Preferences in Undergraduate Admissions at 10 Virginia Public Colleges and Universities." It's based on student SAT
scores and grade-point averages
and uses 19% admissions data.
The study examined several
key factors of the admissions
process, including differences in
median SAT scores and gradepoint averages, graduation rates
and odds of admission.
Among the results, the study

sTORI PI KATHERYN LENKER NEWS EDITOR
found that JMU was third highest in the state in preferences
given to African-American students. JMU was the third highest
school in the state, with equally
qualified African-American candidates 25.65 times more likely to
get into JMU as an equally-qualified white student.
But Director of Media Relations Fred Hilton said there are a
lot of problems with the study.

most heavily, with a GPA or
class rank receiving less importance and SAT scores receiving
the least amount of importance,
Hilton said.
JMU receives between 14,000
to 15,000 applications that are
each individually reviewed,
Hilton said.
"We don't accept students on
the basis of their scores only and
by the same token, we don't
accept students on the basis of

REPORT ON ADMISSIONS PRACTICES
WHO: The Center for Equal Opportunity
WHAT: Report examining racial preferences in admissions
WHERE: 10 public Virginia colleges and universities
WHEN: Released yesterday
"They've based [the study]
almost entirely on SAT scores,"
Hilton said. "The study makes
the assumption that [schools]
determine admission solely on
SAT scores."
Admission to JMU is determined by three academic factors:
the course and difficulty of study
in high school, a student's GPA,
class rank or grades, and finally,
SAT scores, Hilton said. A student's course of study is weighed
■yrrrrrrm-

race only," Hilton said.
Race is only one in a range of
factors of admission, Hilton said.
Grades, SAT scores, race, gender,
geographic residence in Virginia,
in-state or out-of-state, as well as
extracurricular activities like athletics or band also play an equal
role, Hilton said.
One of the key areas the study
failed to address was the difference between in-state and out-ofstate applicants, Hilton said.
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Of the 13,322 applicants, 7,330
were from Virginia and 5,992
were from out-of-state, Hilton
said. Out-of-state SAT scores are
an average of 30 points higher
than in-state students, Hilton
said.
Fifty-five percent of the rejected applicants were from out-ofstate, which increased the average SAT scores for rejected white
students, Hilton said.
ODDS OF ADMISSION
The study generated "odds of
admissions" by computing prediction equations for the admissions decision by race and ethnicity and including test scores and
high school grades as statistical
variables, according to the study.
These odds of admission attempt
to show in a simplified way
whether the chances of admission
at any school are affected by a
person's race or ethnicity.
This provides a single direct
measure of the degree of racial or
ethnic preference for each group
relative to whites at each school,
the study states.
The study included the College
of William & Mary, the University of Virginia, George Mason
University, Longwood College,
IN
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Armed
robbery
attempt
near X-lot
reported

I

IULIA FILZ
senior writer

JMU Police are searching for
two college-aged males they say
were involved in an attempted
armed robbery Tuesday night.
No arrests have been made in
the armed robbery attempt,
which allegedly occurred on
Duke Drive near X-lot.
According to a statement
from Alan MacNutt, director of
public safety, a female student
told JMU Police she was
approached by two males as she
was walking along Duke Drive
near X-lot.
The victim reportedly told
police one suspect made her
aware he had a firearm, but did
not aim it at her. She also reportedly told police the suspects fled
after the victim told them she
was carrying nothing of value.
A campus cadet, who was
waiting for a mobile escort,
reportedly saw the individuals
flee the scene on foot at about 10

p.m.
JMU police have not released
the victim's name.
Police are looking for two
African-American males, both 5foot-10 to 5-foot-ll and between
18-22 years of age. The suspect,
who was allegedly carrying the
gun, had a medium to large
build and medium complexion,
according to the statement. He
was reportedly wearing a large,
puffy down-like jacket, mid—
thigh length, quilted with horizontal lines spaced approximately eight inches apart. He was
also reportedly wearing dark
pants, and a solid black stretch
toboggan type knit cap.
The other suspect was
reportedly wearing dark colored clothing.
Anyone with information
about the incident is asked to call
campus police at x6911. Tips can
be submitted anonymously
through "Silent Witness," found
at http://www.jmu.edu/pubsafety
/silent.htm.
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Stalvey later turned herself in
for arrest at the campus police
department.
The victim was transported to
Rockingham
Memorial
Hospitars emergency room and
was treated for left leg and torso
injuries.

CITE
EVEN LANDRY

lice reporter^^
Campus police report the
following:
Hit and Run
• Christine M. Stalvey, 20. of
Reston, was arrested and
charged with hit and run
involving a personal injury and
reckless driving after striking a
victim on Bluestone Drive in
front of Zane Showker Hall on
Jan. 24 at 6:54 p.m.

Possession of Marijuana
• Andrew P. Kean. 18, of
FaJmouth, Maine, was arrested
and charged with possession of
manjuana on Jan. 21 .This arrest
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"To the press alone, chequered as
it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
—James Madison

is related to an Incident that
occurred on Jan. 21 at 9:48 p.m.
Underage Possession of
Alcohol
• Non-student Brian R. Daly,
18, of Wheaton, Md., was
arrested and charged with
underaged possession of
alcohol in X-lot on Jan. 22 at
10:30 p.m.
• A JMU student was jutfidally
charged with
underage
possession of alcohol on Jan.
24 at 2:04 a.m. at the Godwin
bus stop.

• pg. 35 — 'Scopes & Soaps

Alcohol
• A JMU student was judicially
charged with underage
consumption of alcohol on
Bluestone DnVe near the Village
on Jan. 23 at 1:40 a.m.
Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly stole a purse
inadvertantly left on a table in
the Fesfival Court in the College
Center on Jan. 23 between 8:30
and 9:45 p.m.
The purse Is a black L.L.
Bean canvas tri-fold and
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Young Democratic Socialists Meeting, 8 p.m., Taylor 302, call x2537
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FRIDAY, JAN. 29

• Bible Study, 8:15 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason Street, call
Ben at 434-3490
* Earth Club Meeting, 5 p.m., Taylor 305, call Warren at 438-1210
• "An Evening of English Songs," 8 p.m., Anthony-Seeger auditorium,
featuring Sony a Baker, call x3481
♦ Fellowship and Praise, 5:30 p.m., Baptist Student Union, call 4346822
♦ Fellowship Dinner, 5:30 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason
Street, call Ben at 434-3490
♦ "Finding a job: especially for women," 12:30 p.m., TDU conference
room, call x3407
* Folk Group Practice, 7:30 p.m., CCM House (1052 S. Main St.), sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry, call Laura at 574-4698
• New Life Singers, 7 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason St., call
Ben at 434-3490

Duke

# Bible Study, 7 p.m., Baptist Student Union, call 434-6822
4 Camp Challenge, 4 p.m., Duke 201, informational meeting about
scholarships and the Army, call x6094
it Intervarsity Large Group, 7 p.m., Miller 101, e-mail
ivauersb@jmu.edu

South Main St.

# JMU Breakdancing Club, 3:30 p.m., UREC MAC room, e-mail Josh at
rosentjl@jmu.edu

<Juh K ! I-. / E

# U5. Air Force Singing Sergeants Concert, 8 p.m., Wilson Hall auditorium, call x3481

ITURDAV, JAN. 30

WEATHER

# Busta Rhymes and the Flipmode Squad, 8 p.m., Convocation Center,
call x6217

♦ Planetarium Show, 6 and 7 p.m., Miller 102
* Primetime, 8 p.m., Highlands R(x>m, sponsored by Campus Crusade
for Christ, call Laura at 434-6243

Contemporary Worship Service, 7:15 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690 S.
* Mason Street, call Ben at 434-3490

• UPB Public Relations/Marketing Committee, 5 p.m., Taylor 306, call
Eunice at x7822

• Mass, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 11 a.m. and 5 p.m., CCM House (1052
S. Main St.), 9 p.m., sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry, call Heather
at 433-3044
,
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46°F, low 28°F.
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HPD complaint not on deaf ears
Senators lend support; two of four arrested were SGA officials
IMUANWESTLEY
tpenii
emor writer
More information emerged this week
about a police officer's alleged conduct at
a party this weekend, including revelations that two of four students arrested at
the party are Student Government
Association officials.
HPD has brought charges against four
students who were at a party at 1169E
Devon Lane where SGA President Tim
Emry has alleged a police officer used
"extremely abusive" behavior while dealing with students.
SGA Parlimentarian Richard Jenkins
was charged with aiding and abetting
alcohol violations and charged with being
drunk in public, according to court
records. Junior Class Secretary Lisa
Pelegrino, and sophomores Azadeh
Mahoozi and Lindsay Lamont (who are
residents of the apartment) were all
charged with noise violations.
All four students will appear in
Rockingham County District Court Feb.
24, according to court records.
Police were called to the party because
of a noise complaint
Emry filed a complaint Saturday with
HPD alleging Officer Bill Keller of handling
the situation "in an extremely abusive,
harassing, and unconstitutional manner."
Emry was at the party, but was not
charged with any crime.
HPD Capt. Dan Claytor said, "When

[HPD] receives a complaint, we follow up
on it. We talk to officers (involved) and
witnesses."
Emry said he has been contacted by
HPD Lt. Gregory. Gregory asked for his
story and his age, Emry said. Emry also
alleged that Gregory said it was difficult
to believe everything Emry was saying
about officer Keller because Gregory
knew the officer.

As the
president of
the SGA at
JMU, I feel it
is my duty to speak out
against... police
harassment.
Tim Emry
SGA President
Gregory was away from the police
department until late Wednesday night,
and couldn't be reached for comment.
Police have said they don't usually
comment on personnel matters, and officers can't make comments to the media.
SGA senators were generally positive
about Emry's action this week. In fact, at
Tuesday's SGA meeting, some senators

gave Emry a standing ovation when he
rose to give his officer's report. Emry didn't mention the incident at the meeting.
Hoffman Hall Sen. Morgan Bowen
said senators support Emry's action
"because he's a very resepctable citizen."
Bowen also said she thinks it's appropriate for Emry to use his power as SGA
President in this matter. "He did not sign
[the complaint], Tim Emry and the student body/" she said.
At-large Sen. Prince Agarwal, said,
"My first reaction was that I was
impressed that he did the complaint. I
think by using his title instead of representing himself, he has represented all the
times police have done the same thing. He
represented the whole student body."
Jenkins, who was arrested on DIP
charges, said he had four beers in four
hours and claimed he was not drunk.
Jenkins said he signed for the keg. He said
he was arrested after he repeatedly questioned Keller's right to search the apartment. Jenkins alleges Keller responded by
saying, "You keep bringing that up. How
many lawyers do you have?"
SGA's Director of Class Governments
Heather Herman said she witnessed most
of what happened at the party on Friday
night. She said she and other students
have come forward with their account of
what happened, not as an attack on
police, but to inform other students to be
aware of their rights.
Herman said Keller repeatedly cursed
at the students. She also said police would

not respond to students' questioning their
right to search the apartment.
At-large Sen. Matt Conrad was also at
the party. He said he initially watched the
alleged student-police confrontation from
inside the apartment and later from the
hallway outside the apartment.
"[There was] unnecessary use of the fword directed at Richard [Jenkins] and
Tim [Emry]," Conrad said. 'Tim was very
calm to the oficers. Even when Tim asked
for [Keller's] name, [Keller] threatened to
arrest him. I believe Richard was arrested
because he was reminding [Keller] he was
doing something wrong."
In the cover letter of his complaint,
Emry said, "I have often heard my fellow
students complain of similar situations
[of inapproriate police behavior], but I
dismissed it by assuming they were
blowing it out of context. Now, I have
seen these complaints materialize in
front of my face. I am speaking out in
hopes that the harrassment will stop and
that people will no longer be afraid... to
stand up for their rights."
Emry used his title of SGA President
in his complaint to HPD. "As the
President of the SGA at JMU, I feel it is
my duty to speak out aganist . . . police
harrassment," he said.
Emry also sent a copy of the complaint
to Mark Wamer, vice president of student
affairs. Warner couldn't be reached to
comment on whether or not he thought it
was appropriate for Emry to use his title
as SGA President.

Student charged
with hit and run
6

RAD JENKINS
news editor

A JMU student turned herself in and was arrested and
charged with hit and run and

i i

/ remember
seeing the headlights
coming.
Meredith Morrissette
senior, hit and run victim
reckless driving following an
accident Sunday night.
Christine M. Stalvey, 20, of
Reston, was arrested and
charged with hit and run involving a personal injury and reckless driving after she allegedly
struck
senior
Meredith
Morrissette on Bluestone Drive
in front of Zane Showker Hall at
6:54 p.m. Sunday.
"When I crossed the street,
the car was still at the stop
sign/' Morrissette said. "I
remember seeing the headlights coming and I vaguely

remember hitting the car. I
blanked out after that . . . The
area is pretty well-lit. The
police were wondering why
she didn't see me. She just says
she remembers accelerating
from the stop sign. I guess she
was just deep in thought."
Morrissette was transported
to Rockingham Memorial
Hospital's emergency room and
was treated for left leg and torso
injuries. Her left leg suffered
muscle and tissue damage, and
she will be on crutches for a few
days, she said. "It could've been
a lot worse," she said. "Nothing
was broken, that was a really
good thing."
Morrissette said she thinks
the car was traveling at about 20
to 30 miles per hour.
Alan MacNutt, director of
public safety, said police "can't
determine if speed was a factor"
in the accident
MacNutt wouldn't comment
on possible motivations for
Stalvey leaving the scene.
A court date of Feb. 18 has
been set according to police files.
As for the possibility of testifying
at the hearing Morrissette said,,
I'm just trying to concentrate on
having my leg feel better."

Evidence in
Harper trial
admissible
LLENSOROKBS
Journal Newspapers
A Fairfax County prosecutor
may use physical evidence from
a JMU student set to go on trial
Feb. 22 on charges he murdered
his sister Thanksgiving Day
1995, a Fairfax County judge
ruled Tuesday.
Circuit Judge Michael
McWeeny
ruled
Deputy
Commonwealth's
Attorney
Raymond F. Morrogh may introduce a rolling pin, a knife and
blood samples during Matthew
Harper's jury triaL
The items were discovered the
night Harper's sister, Anne, was
found dead in the Harper home
after it was destroyed by fire.
Harper is charged with his
sister's Nov. 23, 1995, murder
and arson after setting a fire in
an alleged attempt to cover up
the crime.
PHOTO COURTESY OF DOUGLAS KEHLENBRINK
Harper's attorneys argued that
Fairfax
County police and fire
TEA WITH THE FIRST LADY: Roxanne Gilmore, wife of Gov. Jim
investigators
seized the items from
Gilmore (r), discusses the Semester in London program with
the home without search warrants
junior Stacey Neumann during Gilmore's visit to London Sunday
and without the family's consent
night. Gilmore will introduce Ralph Cohen, professor of English
.
during an Internet lecture to Virginia ninth graders-ftom-the Glees .. Police, howay«*testi6ed that
Theatre In London on Friday. The students attending Semester In
London began the program last week.

see EVIDENCE page 5
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Sun. Jan 31

Mon. Feb 1

Tues. Feb 2

Thurs. Feb 4

Wed. Feb 3

wwwlj^
Fri. Feb 5

Sat. Feb 6

Manhattan Clam Chowder
Tomato Basil Fish
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
Mashed Potatoes
Italian Green Beans
Mixed Vegetables

Oatmeal
Scrambled Eggs
Home Fried Potatoes
Sausage Links
Pancakes
Broccoli Cheddar Soup
Meat Lasagna
Sugar Snap Peas
Chicken 4 Mushrooms
Coucous w/ Mlrepoix

Chicken Noodle Soup
BBQ Beef Sandwich
Chicken Roma
Tomato Herb Sauce
Egg Noodles
Broccoli
Mixed Vegetables
City Chicken / Gravy

Tomato Barley Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Mexican Stuffed Zucchini
Mashed Potatoes
Spinach
Cauliflower

Cream of Tomato Soup
Chinese Pepper Steak
Chicken Patty Sandwich
Tomato Herb Sauce
Rice
Carrots
Oriental Mixed Vegetables

Senate Bean Soup
Chicken Pot Pie
Yankee Pot Roast
Parslied Potatoes
Broccoli
Ratatouille

Vegetarian Fajitas

Casablanca Slew

Vegan Macaroni Dinner

Spinach Enchilada

MAMA MIA:

Pasta w/ Three Cheeses
Pasta w/ Chicken & Peppers

Baked Rotini
w/ Italian Sauce
Pasta with Ham & Spinach

Baked Ravioli
Tortelhni w/ Roasted Garlic

Meat Balls w/ Sauce
Pasta w/ Carbonara Sauce

Eggplant Parmesan
Pasta w/ Red Clam Sauce

Exhibition Salad:
Wrap:
Soup:

Spinach Salad
Chicken Ranch Wrap
Fiesta Vegetable Soup

Chers Salad
Southwestern Wrap
Tangy Three Bean Soup

Chicken Ceaser Salad
Tuna Wrap
Black Bean Soup

Antipasto Salad
Club Wrap
Italian Vegetable Soup

Taco Salad
Italian Wrap
Tunisian Tomato Soup

Turkey Burger
Mozzarella Sticks

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Ham & Cheese

Veggie Burger
Grilled Cheese

Grilled Chicken Breast
Fried Mushrooms

Turkey Burger
Onion Rings

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Cheese

Turkey Burger
Chicken Salad Melt

Fried Fish
Phillipine Stir Fried
Roasted Parmesan
Potatoes
Peas
Carrots

BBQ Chicken
Meat Loaf / Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Corn on the Cob
Green Bean Casserole

Spiral cut Ham
Chicken Fingers
Egg Noodles
Green Beans
Baked Acorn Squash

Texas BBQ
Southwestern Baked Fish
Macaroni and Cheese
Corn
Lima Beans

Chicken Florentine
Seafood Gumbo
Rice
Peas
Squash Casserole

Chicken Vegetable
Stir Fry
Stuffed Peppers
Rice
Carrots
Mixed Vegetables

Egg Rolls

Felafel / Tzatziki

Chili Relleno

Black Beans & Veg Burritos

Chili Con Corny

London Broil
Tomato Basil
Chicken Breast
Roasted Potatoes
Zucchini and Tomatoes
Kale
Fetticini Alfredo

MAMA MIA:

Calzone
Pasta w/
Roasted Mushrooms

Baked Manicotti
Chicken Marsala

Chicken Parmesan
Baked Pasta
w/ Ratatouille

Baked Tortelhni
Pasta w/ Ham and Peas

Oatmeal
Scrambled Eggs
Tator Tots
Sausage Patties
French Toast
Potato Soup w/ Roasted
Garlic and Rosemary
Roast Beef / Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Italian Green Beans w/
Red Peppers
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Cuban Shepards Pie
Vegetarian Cassoulet

Pasta Fagoli

Moroccan Stew

February 1-5

FEBRUARY ONLY

SI I AKHOl SI

z '
80 PER HOI It! |£ ?
TODAY!
PC Dukes
Gibbons Hall

LEARN
NEW
SKILLS!
variety of positions

flexible schedules

GREAT
BENEFITS
TOO!

Mon - Fri 3 - 4 P.m.
with $3.70 Purchase

SUPER BOWL SUNDAY
4 - lO P.M. ONLY
buy one large one topping pizza for $9.99
get the second for $ 4.99

oa a

CASH PAYMENT

L 2

get the second for
$3.99

Door 4 Subs
Mrs. Green's
Catering
The Festival

SUBS

Free Cookies or Fresh Fruit

MEX

Market One
Pizza Peddlers

Stuffed Shells
Pasta with Chicken,
Broccoli and Tomato

568-3373
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Gravel pit: A lot' of woe
High demand for Y-lot leads to traffic warnings, citations
director, didn't return repeated
requests for an interview.
staff writer
Junior Erica Kleinhans said
students typically block the street
Parking problems aren't a
for 10 or more minutes at a time,
new issue at JMU, but now stumaking it inconvenient for
dents have to worry about more
motorists to get through the street.
serious consequences than
While the traffic backup can
being late for class if they can't be frustrating and time-consumfind a parking space.
ing, it also raises several safety
Lt. Richard ——i—————— issues.
sites, "If you don't have time junior Lori
Harrisonburg
Ann Clifton
said.
Police to sit and wait for the
Department,
" I f
you don't
said the park- line ofcars to move,
ing situation at
have time
to sit and
the "Gravel yyou have tO dflVe IHtO
Pit" behind
wait for the
line of cars
Anthony- the oncoming traffic
Seeger Hall
to move,
has become a lane to get past them.
you have to
problem of
drive into
public safety.
Lori Ann Clifton the oncomStudents will
junior SCOM major ing traffic
often keep their
lane to get
cars idle on Grace Street waiting for past them," she said. "This could
other students to leave the lot
really cause a serious accident."
By waiting on the two-way
Sites said students are creatstreet, students are causing traffic
ing a safety risk by passing in
problems, Sites said. "When you sit this manner.
"Grace Street is just not
on a public roadway... it's impedwide enough for three to four
ing the flow of traffic," Sites said.
Tara Armentrout, parking
lanes of traffic," Sites said.

MiELANIE JENNINGS

NIKKI REF.DIsniffphotof-rapher

A car cruises through Y-lot, commonly known as the gravel pit, in seach of a parking spot.
Because of the threat this
must appear in Harrisonburg
obtaining a parking space,
poses to students and
Traffic Court.
Sites said.
Harrison-burg
residents,
Clifton said students should
Students should reconsider
Harrisonburg Police can cite
their parking tactics and concheck to see if any spaces are
students who are waiting on
open in the lot instead of simsider one of two options, Sites
the street.
ply waiting for the closest spots
said. Students can either pull
"It's up to the discretion of all the way into the parking lot
to open up.
the officer [at the scene]"
"Most times, 1 can go past
and wait until a space is vacatwhether or not to cite someone
the waiting cars and find an
ed, or they can find another lot.
with improper stopping on a
open space at the back of the
Waiting on Grace Street
public highway, or just to issue
until classes are dismissed
lot," Clifton said. "I guess most
them a warning," Sites said.
students don't think to check
each hour is a violation, and is
Those given a traffic citation
not an acceptable method of spots that are farther away."

Alcohol Task Force asks
SGA to help with surveys
purchase a student government banner to be
placed in the hallway outside the SGA office in
Taylor Hall.
• Student Services committee chair Erin
Uyttewaal told senators about Student to Student
Relations Week, which concludes today.
"Our intention is to see how JMU students feel
about the climate of the university," Uyttewaal said.
Activities for the week included music and raffles on the commons from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Tuesday through today.
————— A "Synergy Workshop" last
•j
r night brought students and

HEATHER NELSON
SGA reporter

The Student Government Association Senate
agreed to collaborate with the university's Alcohol
Task Force on a series of surveys that will be conducted throughout the university.
Jeanne Martino-McAllister, a task force member and assistant professor of health sciences,
asked for Senate assistance in administering the
surveys in classrooms.
Similar surveys were a
conducted in both 1995 and
It glVeS US an mea OJ student leaders together to dis
1997 on alcohol and drug
i
.•
cuss ways in which student
What perceptions VerSUS relations can be improved.
use through the mail.
This year two separate
*>
During the workshop, clips
IS.
surveys will be
De conducted 'reality
c-c*n.»_v w.
were played from a video
in a random sampling of
/
made by former Sen. Chris
classes, in order to ensure
Jeanne Martino-McAllister Jones The video highlighted
full representation, Martino- member of the university's Alcohol Task Force interviews with srudents about
McAllister said.
issues such as diversity and
One survey will focus on alcohol and drug use school spirit at JMU.
on campus and the other will gauge students' per• Senate welcomed the following newly elected
class officers: Amanda Folcomer, senior class treaceptions about alcohol and drug use in general.
"It gives us an idea of what perceptions versus surer; Lisa Cantu, senior class secretary and Jay
Nair, sophomore class treasurer. S
reality is," Martino-McAllister said.
The surveys will be conducted after the random
The two Senior Class Council members
sampling of classes is chosen, which Martino- replace former members Matt Hertz and Greg
Montalto, who were impeached and removed
McAllister said she hopes will be around Feb. 15.
from office in December.
• Book sale checks for students who sold books at
Also at the meeting:
• Senate unanimously approved a finance bill the SGA book sale will be available after Feb. 10.
allocating $150 from the SGA reserve account to Students can pick up their unsold books at any time.
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Evidence allowed in murder trial
EVIDENCE, from page 3
Matthew Harper's mother,
Elizabeth Harper, consented to
the search in an effort to learn
the cause of the fire.
Police testified they got her
consent while she was hospitalized for treatment of a back
injury she suffered when escaping the fire.
Elizabeth Harper testified she
was too heavily medicated and
too traumatized to understand
what the police were asking.
McWeeny ruled that, although
the woman was medicated, she
voluntarily allowed police to
search her home for evidence.
"The mere fact that someone
is under medication does not
render automatically that consent was not given," McWeeny
told the attorneys.
Other items Morrogh will be
allowed to present in court are

ffiOflV

c3 ok

two checkbooks, two address
books, photographs, Anne
Harper's diaries, keys, a spatula,
a replica musket, personal letters,
an Oriental rug, a fuel can, a
plastic gas can, caps, carpet samples and a gas can nozzle. He did
not indicate how these items
relate to the case.
Matthew Harper is accused of
the first-degree murder of his sister and the attempted murder of
his mother. He also is charged
with maliciously burning the
family home in an effort to cover
up the crimes.
His trial is scheduled for Feb.
22. If convicted, he could get life
in prison. The commonwealth's
attorney's office is not pursuing a
death penalty in the case.
Matthew Harper has repeatedly denied any involvement in
his sister's slaying or in the fire.
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Summer Jobs
on the Chesapeake Bay

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA.

Open Book
At the corner of South Ave A Main

►

Sailing/Windsurfing/ Waterskiing/ Canoeing/Swimming
Photography/Tennis/ Basketball/ Lacrosse/ Horseback Riding
Biking/ Nature/ High & Low Ropes Course/ Archery/ Riflery
Arts & Crafts/ OLS/ Nursing/ Office and much more!

The source for used classics, novels,
sci-fi, mysteries, action, books on tape . . .
new books of local interest A civil war maps
■4
■4

<

Recruiter on campus: Monday, Feb. 1st in Warren Hall
Interviews and applications available
ifr.
YMCA Camp Tockwogh
"*
501 W. 11th St. Wilmington DE 19801

WINTER HOURS: M*TH*F*SAT 10-6
1429 South Main

(540) 433-7766

. Campers Need Staff With Skills In:

op«nbooM»gt..n.t

▼▼▼▼▼TVVVVTTTVVTVVVTVTVVVVVTVTVTVTVVVT"

Be a child's Hero

#302-571-6956

PROUDLY SERVING THE DUKES:
574-4700

CHA-NELL-OS
SUBS

PIZZA

CAMPUS FEAST!
One Large Supreme Pizza,
& One Large Two Toppings
Pizza

$ 13.99

Open 7 Days A Week

+ tax

Double Cheese add 75t
75 per pizi
30 MINUTE FREE DELIVERY!

775 Cantrell Ave.
(next to Hardees)

432-9996
If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:
Sports Injuries • Sprains • Mono
Strep-Throat • In-house STD Testing
Lacerations

I

$6.99

with up to 5 toppings of
your choice

$8.99

♦ tax

r

$10.99

$9.99

Any Two Footlong

SANDWICHES

+ tax

Double Cheese add 75< per pizz
30 MINUTE FREE DELIVERY!

Double Cheese add 75« per pizza
30 MINUTE FREE DELIVERY!

TURKEY & CHEESE

Double Cheese add 754 per pizza
J0MJr^TJ_FRJE^EUVERY!_

ONE LARGE PIZZA

'
+ tax

May not be used for USS NORFOLK
_ 30 M[NUTE_FREE_DELiyERY!

ONE LARGE
CHEESE BREADSTIC

$6.99

+ tax

I USS NORFOLK SUB I
I
I

Mon. - Fri.
8 a.m. • 8 p.m
Sat.
10 a.m.-6 p.m
Sun.
1 p.m. - 7 p.m.

I Turkey, Ham, Roast Beef, Cheese, Lettuce, I
Tomato, Onion, Green Pepper. Oil & Mayo

I

with X-ray lab on premises

EMERGICARE

I

ONE LARGE
! TWO TOPPING PIZZA'

TWO LARGE
PEPPERONI PIZZAS
+ tax

FREE DELIVERYI

WINGS

/

Where Patients are Sending Their Friends

No Appointment Necessary
All Major bank cards accepted
and we will file your insurance
claim for you!

Foot Long - $5.99
Half-$3.69

NOW
HIRING
DRIVERS!

■When ordering from the,, coupons, leil ihe operator you have this coupon

then keep il and use if again!
—
II ■ M "■ r
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New kid on the block
Lutheran campus minister settles in toJMU job
ILISON MANSER
j\staff writer
There is a new voice of worship bellowing through the Canterbury House at
Wednesday night campus ministry services and meetings.
Martha Miller-Simms replaced Warren
Strickler as JMU's Lutheran campus pastor in December.

GETTING IN TOUCH
WHO: Martha Miller-Simms
WHAT: Lutheran Campus Minister
WHERE: Canterbury House
PHONE: 434-3496

A full-time employee of the
Muhlenberg Lutheran Church, MillerSimms will spend half of her time as associate pastor of the Church and the other
half as campus pastor.
As campus pastor, her duties will be to
serve as president of the organization and
to lead Wednesday night worship services and other gatherings.
"One of my goals is to create a safe
space for students to come and bring their
questions so we can spend time wrestling
with those questions and doubts and to
walk with students in their faith journey,"
Miller-Simms said.
Miller-Simms graduated from the
University of Arizona with a degree in
religious studies and completed seminary
at the University of South Carolina. She
worked as a youth minister for four years
in Tucson, Ariz., and then completed a

pastoral internship in Southwest Virginia. _
Miller-Simms served a parish of two
country churches in the Winchester area
for four-and-one-half years before she
decided to take the position at
Muhlenberg, located at 281 E. Market St.
"I have been interested in campus
ministry for a long time," Miller-Simms,
said. "I gained experience in Arizona and
at USC in Columbia. I've had a taste of it
and enjoyed it and am looking forward to
this position."
Miller-Simms said she is looking
forward to being a "pastoral presence"
on campus, getting to know faculty
members and meeting and being available to students.
Strickler had been campus pastor at
JMU since July 1998, serving as an interim
pastor at the ministry between the hiring
of Miller-Simms.
"I was really trying to be kind of a
bridge by having services, getting in
touch and counseling students," Strickler
said about his time aMhe ministry.
Strickler is now working with a hospital ministry one night a week and serving
as a part-time pastor of a small church in
Staunton. He plans to continue his work
at JMU by helping Miller-Simms throughout the year.
"I think she's tremendous," Strickler
said of his successor. "I'm so glad she
is here because she is so direct. She has
a basic honesty about her that I like
very much."
Miller-Simms said, "I'm hoping I will
empower students to help build up the
group to serve their needs and to help
them grow in Christ."
Sherri Schember, former campus

ANDREW ZOKNIsiaflphotographer

Martha Miller-Simms, the newest addition to the campus ministry community,
works on a Bible study for the Lutheran Campus Ministry.

ministry president, has been working
closely with Miller-Simms since her
arrival at JMU.
"We are really excited to have someone permanent," she said.
Schember said the ministry is trying to
reorganize.
A singing group has formed that
meets on Fridays, "Voices of Hope."
"She [Miller-Simms] is trying to keep

things the same, but she is open to new
ideas," Schember says.
Kate Malmrose, another student working closely with Martha Miller-Simms is
looking forward to a productive semester
in the campus ministry.
"She is very nice, really energetic and
hard working," Malmrose said. "She
wants to help us with new ideas for
Lutheran Campus Ministry," she said.
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Values shape students sex views
ULIA FILZ
senior writer
Participants in an unscientific survey
conducted by The Breeze last week echoed
the results of a survey that resurfaced earlier this month in which college students
were asked if oral sex is considered "sex."
In both surveys, a majority of students
said they would not consider engaging in
oral sex as "having sex." But some JMU
students said they would consider oral
sex to be "sexual relations."
The 1991 survey came under fire in
mid-January when George Lundgren,
editor of the journal of the American
Medical Association, was fired for printing
the survey. In the 1991 survey, 59 percent
of college students said they didn't think
engaging in oral sex was "having sex."
AMA Executive Vice President E.
Ratcliffe Anderson Jr. said Lundgren was
fired by the AMA for entering the organization in a "major political debate that has

nothing to do with science or medicine."
But junior Michael Staley said he
The publishing of the article coincided would consider oral sex to be sex. "I conwith the beginning of the United States sider it to be intercourse," Staley said. "It's
Senate impeachmerit trial of President not what I consider the traditional definiWilliam Jefferson Clinton.
tion of sex, but it's still intimacy."
FiftyJMU students were asked if they
Ann Simmons, coordinator of health
consider oral sex as having sex. Thirty- and educational programming at the
seven students said they would not con- University Health Center, said oral sex
sider "sex" to include7oral sex, but several can be considered sex. She said oral sex
sajd they thought oral sex was a form of has certain risks involved with the act.
The risk of contracting HIV during
"sexual relations."
Junior Sarah Perschetz said oral sex is oral sex may be lower than when engaga form of sexual relations. "If [oral sex] ing in vaginal or anal intercourse, but
wasn't a form of sex, it wouldn't have the people engaging in oral sex are still at risk
word 'sex' in it," Perschetz said.
for contracting herpes or gonorhea,
Perschetz defined sex as "genital on Simmons said.
genital penetration. There has to be poten"Within a relationship, it is important
tial for pregnancy. If there is no reproduc- for two people to discuss their feelings
tive possibilities, then it can't be sex."
before getting into situations which may
Sophomore Chris Thomas said he also be difficult to get out of," Simmons said.
Some students interviewed said peodoesn't consider oral sex to be sex. "I can
see [oral sex] is sexual, but if someone ple who engage in oral sex can be considwas to ask me , 'Did I have sex?' I'd say ered virgins.
'r\o,'X can see why. people wquld .consider , , Thomas, said, ''1 would say [a person
"wherengages in OTal" sere,'buVnor'other
it sex."

types of sex] was a virgin, but they were
tainted. If I were to ask someone if they
were a virgin and they have the same
standpoint I did, they would say yes. If
they were tainted a little bit, not trashy, it
just says they mess around a little bit."
Simmons said, "In this population,
there are more and more people who are
deciding abstinence is alright. There are
people who are committed to that idea,
but it is important for partners to set the
limits. It is important to say, 'I believe in
abstinence, but by abstinence I mean...'"
The Health Center provides counseling for students, but Harper said she hasn't run into many situations where students question whether an act of oral sex
is sex.
"College students have a pretty good
idea of what is and what isn't," Simmons
said. "For most of them, it's a matter of
personal choice."
The L.A. Times/Washington Post News
■Serxficetxmhibuted-to this report:
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Each furnished Luxury
Apartment comes with:
OFFICE HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat. 10:00 a.m.-4:00p.m.
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
Visit our website @
www.lbjlimited.com

•Double Beds in each room
•Full size Washer & Dryer
•Telephone & Cable
hookups in each bedroom
& living room

•Oversized Closets
•Built-in microwave oven
•Garbage disposal
•Full size Dishwasher
•Bus Service

•High speed internet access

Stop by <fftt Commons, South View and Stone gate <RentaC Offices,
or call 432-0600, and make a move to fuxuryl
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Study cites ^racial inconsistencies'
STUDY, from page 1
Norfolk State University, Old Dominion University, Virginia Commonwealth University, Virginia Military Institute and Virginia Tech.
The study found that UVa. gives highest preference to African-American students; with
equally qualified African-American students 45
times more likely to get in than equally qualified
white students; W&M was second highest with
equally-qualified African-American students 28
times more likely to get in than equally qualified
white students.
White students were found to be favored at
ODU, with equally-qualified white students 1.56
times more likely to get in than equally-qualified
African-American students. At VCU, equally
qualified white students were 1.67 times more
likely to get in than equally qualified AfricanAmerican students. The center has found that
the more competitive a school is, the more preferences they have in their admissions process,
said Ric Andersen, director of communications
at the Center for Equal Opportunity.
SATs AND GPAs
The study also examined the median SAT
scores of white and African-American students
and found significant differences in scores. It
found an 80-point difference in the median score
of verbal SATs at JMU; African-Americans had a
median score of 520 and whites had a median of
600, the study reported. The greatest difference
was 100 points, found at W&M. The smallest
was 30 points, found at Norfolk State and ODU.
There was a 110-point difference in the math
scores' median scores of African-American and
white students at JMU; African-Americans had a
500 median score, whites had a median of 610.
That was the greatest difference, which ties JMU
with W&M. The smallest difference was 40
points, found at Norfolk State.
The study did find that whites and AfricanAmericans nave roughly the same high school
GPA, though GPA data wasn't available from
JMU, UVa., VMI or W&M.
JMU doesn't keep GPA data because they
vary so much between schools and therefore
they weren't included in the second major part
of the study which looked at GPAs, Hilton said.
The study reported that the white median for
SAT scores and GPAs exceeded the African-American median scores in every case, and cited this as
strong evidence that Virginia schools use racial
preferences to increase African-American enrollment at the 10 institutions named in the study.
The study states, "If students gain admission
to colleges and universities for reasons other
than their academic preparation, it is likely that
they will face greater burdens in school than
their peers who have met a higher academic
standard of admission. They may not in fact
earn their degrees. So it makes sense that racial
and ethnic preferences will have a negative
effect on the graduation rates of students who
supposedly benefit them."
GRADUATING IN SIX
At JMU, 67 percent of African-American students and 84 percent of white students graduate
within six years.
JMU ranks third in graduation rates for students of both ethnicities.
POLICE LOG, from paf 2
contained $70 cash, a checkbook,
credit card, telephone card,
operator's license, miscellaneous
cards and papers.
• Unidentified individuals aBegedy
stole a Sony stereo cassette
AM/FM radfo, model XR-7280 and
removed two MB Quart tweeters
from an unlocked car in X-lot
between Jan. 22 at 1:30 am. and
Jan. 24 at 2:27 p.m.
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly stole a Pioneer portable
CD player from a car in X-lot on
Jan. 24 at 227 p.m.
The CD player is worth $100.
Destruction of Personal

UVa. graduates 84 percent of its AfricanAmerican students and W&M graduates 73 percent. Ninety-three percent of white students at
UVa. graduate within six years and W&M has a
92 percent graduation rate.
But Hilton said the study's assertion that
fewer African-American students graduate
because of academic failure is incorrect. Rather,
it's economic reasons that are the main factors
for any student who leaves the university. Currently the university meets just 35 percent of
financial aid need at JMU.
Substantial gaps in African-American and
white graduation rates were also reported at
GMU, Virginia Tech, Longwood and VMI. The
Center's research has shown the schools that use
the most admissions references have huge gaps in
their graduation rates, Andersen said. "If you
qualify academically, we don't believe that you
should be turned away for someone else who
can't compete academically," he said.
UNEQUAL FOOTING?
The study also calculated the number of white
applicant rejectees who had median SAT scores
equal to or better than the African-American admittee median, as well as the number of white rejectees
who had high school grades equal to or greater
than the median African-American admittee.
The study found that "large numbers of
whites with superior qualifications were also
rejected over the average African-American
admittee at JMU and GMU (267 whites and 399
white applicants, respectively) with superior test
scores and grades."
However, very few white rejectees with grades
and test scores superior to the average AfricanAmerican admittee were found at VCU, Virginia
Tech and Longwood, the study reported.
"At the most competitive schools [W&M and
UVa.], enormous numbers of whites were rejected despite having superior test scores and/or
grades compared to the average [African-American] student admitted to these same schools,"
the report stated.
Conversely, VCU and ODU showed evidence
of discrimination of African-Americans. Therefore, the study compared African-American
rejectees to white admittees. The study found
that no African-American rejectee at VCU had
better test scores and grades compared to the
average white admittee, and only two AfricanAmerican rejectees at ODU had better scores
and grades than the average white admittee.
'COLORBLIND* FUTURE?
The study concludes its report by examining
the effect colorblind admissions would have in
Virginia. The study used California's recent passage of Proposition 209 for research.
The study took the median SATs and median
GPAs of African-American admittees at nine of the
state schools (excluding VMI because of the unique
nature of its program) and looked to see if they
equaled or surpassed the white students' 25th percentile scores in those two categories. If the scores
equaled or surpassed, the student was assumed to
have gained admission, according to the study.
The study found that there was no case in
which the average African-American admittee
was ineligible to attend every school in the study.

Property
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly broke the window out of
a car in X-lot between Jan. 22 at
1:30 a.m. and Jan. 24 at 2:27 p.m.
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly broke into a car in X-lot
on Jan. 24 at 2:27 p.m.
Alcohol Poisioning
• An incident of alcohol
poisioning occurred on Jan. 22 a!
11:05 p.m. in a residence hall.
The rescue squad responded
to the incident.
Operating a Motor Vehicle
While License Suspended
• NcfhstuoertSelh C.(*oss, 24, of
Harrisonburg, was arrested and

Under the colorblind theory, based on verbal
SAT scores, the average African-American
admittee at UVa. would be able to attend all the
schools in the study except for W&M and UVa.
because the median scores of African-American
admittees at UVa. were lower than the median
scores of white admittees at W&M and UVa.
Likewise, the average African-American
admittee at W&M would be qualified to attend
all schools except for UVa., W&M and JMU. The
average African-American admittee at GMU,
JMU, ODU and Virginia Tech would be able t o
attend GMU, JMU, Longwood, Norfolk State,
ODU, VCU and Tech.
When examining math SAT scores, the average African-American admittee at W&M would
be qualified for seven out of nine schools. The
average African-American admittee at JMU and
Virginia Tech would be qualified to attend GMU,
Longwood, Norfolk State, ODU, VCU and Tech.
The study concluded that, if colorblind admissions processes were applied, "Virginia schools
would not be resegregated in the absence of
preferences. All universities, if they used a colorblind admissions process, would have AfricanAmerican admittees. Only UVa., W&M, and
JMU (the most competitive schools) would
probably experience significant drops in
African-American admissions and enrollment,
but most of the rejected students would be eligible for admissions at other Virginia schools."
JMITS NUMBERS
But the report failed to address the fact that
the population of minorities at JMU is considered low. Keeping in line with the the report's
19% numbers, JMU's African-American population in fall 19% was 5 percent. That year there
were 11,576 white and 691 African-American
students on this campus, according to JMU's
Office of Institutional Research.
From fall 19% to fall 1998y the African-American population at JMU grew 7.8 percent; there
are now 745 African-American students. However, the African-American population held
steady at 5 percent.
During that same time period, the number of
white students at JMU rose 13.5 percent, from
11376 to 13,133. The percentage increase of all
students during that time is 13.5 percent as well,
according to Institutional Research. While the
number of African-American students is growing, the percentage isn't growing as rapidly as
white students even without a "colorblind" policy in effect.
With a "colorblind" policy in effect, JMU would
lose a significant portion of its African-American
students and JMU would "end up with students
who were by and large from the same geographic
location and background," Hilton said.
"That is something that I think we don't want
to happen here. The character of this institution
that has made it this great institution is that all
our students don't look alike," Hilton said.
Students reap benefits from living and learning in JMU's diverse atmosphere, Hilton said.
"Students don't just learn in the classroom,
they learn everywhere," Hilton said. "They need
to exist, live and learn in an atmosphere that is
real-world."

charged with operating a motor
vehicle while license suspended on
Jan22at 11:15p.m. onDukeDrive.
The arresting officer had
previously charged Gross in Nov.
1998 and knew he had a
suspended license.
Mutual Aid Assist
• A JMU officer responded to a
request hxn a city officer to a dsturbance
cal at EmergKJare on Souti Main Sfceet
on Jan 23 at 4:05 pm.
Assist Outside Agency
• Harrisonburg
police
investigating an off-campus hit
and run accident questioned a
student on Jan. 25 at 4:58 a.m.
Disturbance

• A disturbance complaint on
Jan. 23 at 3:31 a.m. is currently
under investigation.
False Fire Alarm
• Unidentified individuals pulled a
fire alarm in Dingledine Hall on
Jan. 23 at 4:24 a.m.
• Unidentified indrviduals pulled a
fire alarm in Dingledine Hall on
Jan. 24 at 4:14 a.m.
Fire Alarm
• Light smoke from cooking
activated a fire alarm in Hanson
Hall on Jan. 25 at 12:06 a.m.
Number of drunk in pubic charges: 81
Number of parking tickets issued
between Jan. 18 and Jan. 25: 998
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Beer banned
at '99 Days'
ALCOHOL, from pa£« 1
as weekly beer parties, keg parties, hump parties, routine weekday parties, routine weekly
dances, and the like."
Director of Special Events
Steve Herrmann said the ABC
classified the 99 Days Dance as a
"hump party" because the
seniors pay a flat rate to get in,
and can then drink as much as
they want. At an event like
Homecoming, people pay for
one drink at a time.
Herrmann said Virginia is
cracking down on alcohol on college campuses in light of several
deaths that resulted from excessive drinking.
"This problem isn't something that will go away," Herrmann said. "Apparently there is
no leeway on this. They [the
ABC] are definitely sticking to
the letter of the law."
Herrman said that as far as he
knew, the policy was fairly new.
"The normal procedure for us
is to call the ABC three days
before an event," Herrmann said.
"I heard people discussing the
pig roast and whether they
would have alcohol there, so I
thought I'd better call the ABC
right away. Then Meador faxed
me and said there was no way
we could have alcohol."
Neff said news of the policy
came as a surprise to him.
"We were given notification
from the university," Neff said.
"It was explained to us that they
didn't know until we knew. The
stakes were so high, they should
have known. The university has
been very helpful, but they simply didn't know."
The SGA funds the 99 Days
Dance with $7,800 from its budget for the event, Neff said. This
year SGA expected a $4,500
return before the news of the
alcohol policy came in.
In a surprising move to all,
Neff said the party was open to
all students, not just seniors to
make up for the loss in revenue.
This is the first time students
other than seniors have been
allowed at the 99 Days dance.
Seniors will be able to buy tickets
starting Monday at the Warren
Box Office, and underclassmen
will be able to buy tickets at the
door on the day of the dance.
"I'm committed to making
this a senior event, but we didn't
have a choice," Neff said. "I have
a real problem with spending a
$7,800 budget on anyone other
than seniors."
Neff and University Center
Director David Barnes expect
Emmet Swimming, with T.J.
Johnson opening, will draw a
crowd."We have a good band
and good food," Barnes said.
"We can make nice traditional
events without alcohol."
ALCOHOL page 30
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'To f to press alone, chequered
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Tuition program could be abused
Our
nation's
capital,
Washington, D.C., has witnessed several grassroots
efforts to fight for statehood, but the
dream has never come into fruition.
Until such a day arrives, residents of
the District are part of a unique club:
they pay no state income taxes, are led
by a mayor instead of a governor and,
at one time, had the dubious honor
of having the highest per-capita
murder rate.
In many ways, the District is similar
to a third-world country — the rich
and powerful politicians and professionals reside alongside destitute,
crime-ridden neighbors whose populations are often immigrants and
minorities who struggle for everyday survival.
Adding to the schism between the
social and economic classes is the
District's educational institutions —
public vs. private. The District is home
to many well-known and prestigious
universities and secondary schools:
Georgetown University, George
Washington University, Howard
University, Gallaudet University, St.
Albans Academy and Chelsea
Clinton's alma mater, Sidwell Friends.
But these schools cost thousands of

dollars per year, or semester, to attend
— prices that most district residents
can't afford.
In an effort to provide more educational options for these residents, Rep.
Thomas M. Davis III, (R-Va.), chair of
the congressional subcommittee on the
District of Columbia, has announced
plans to sponsor a bill that will allow
District residents to pay the in-state
tuition rate for state colleges and universities instead of the out-of-state rate
that they currently pay, according to
the Jan. 25 issue of The Breeze.
Many more students attend public
elementary and secondary schools in
the District than private, yet other than
the University of the District of
Columbia, they have no equivalent to
what many of us at JMU take for
granted — a variety of colleges and
universities that offer a superior education at an economical price to look
forward to.
Education is the key to
success for many students — a path
toward a better life. Although Davis'
proposal is not a perfect solution, it
will at least give the less-fortunate a
larger pool of schools to choose from,
and will help fill in the gaps that private scholarships and grants can't
always fill.

On the surface, the program is positive and proactive. However, the proposed program also has the potential
for abuse by those seeking benefits
designed for others.
For instance, the difference between
in-state and out-of-state tuition costs
are often as large as $10,000 per year.
It is hard not to look at the proposed
bill as a potential ploy to attract suburban Maryland and Virginia residents
with children wishing to study outside
of Virginia, to move to the District for
the cost benefits.
Many District residents — especially politicians — have dual residency. In other words, many politicians own apartments and houses
within the District, but their families live permanently in their home
districts and states.
The imagination doesn't have to
stretch too hard to foresee this program being used by those who can
afford to pay out-of-state tuition rates
and already have in-state tuition benefits to save money.
If this program is enacted, those
who govern it must closely monitor
who receives funds in order to ensure
it is not compromised and thus
destroyed due to excessive violations.

Topic: Should Washington, D.C. residents be able to pay in-state tuition rates for college?

CAMPUS

SPOTLIGHT "2»-

"I dm'I Ihink il would be
fair for students in
Washington, D.C. to pay
in-time tuition to all slate
schools. Bui they should
be able lo pay in-state
tuition for Virginia and
Maryland schools."

KARYN YONDOLA/cimtributingphotographer )^'Ot, markeUng

"Unfair. I think thai
students living in D.C.
should receive in-stale
tuition for schools in DC,
Maryland and Virginia."

iSTvirS

■I dm I think Us fair for

"Sure, if they want lo
include New Hampshire
in that deal. Oul-of-slate
is out-of-state "

D.C *■*>■»»» *> m ■*■
state luilkm lo mil stale
schools They should
definitely be obit lo pay
instate tuition for
Virgin* and Maryland
stale schools."
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Flynt Isn't worthy of praise given in
Breeze column
To the Editor:

Before we "sing praises" to Hustler magazine publisher
Larry Flynt, as Amy Bafumo suggested we should do in
her commentary in the Jan. 21 issue of The Breeze, we
should take a look at this man a bit more closely. Flynt
offered a $1 million reward for proof people had sexual
infidelities with sitting congressmen.
In January 1997, the National Organization for Women
hosted a press conference in New York protesting the critically-acclaimed film, "The People v. Larry Flynt."
One of the featured speakers at the press conference
was Flynt's daughter, Tonya. Flynt's Hustler magazine features demeaning pornographic portrayals of women and
racist, anti-Semitic jokes.
Cartoons such as "Chester the Molester," which depicted pre-teen girls of all races being molested, are typical,
according to speakers at the press conference.
According to news reports, Tonya Flynt said her father
"was abusive and neglectful" of she and her sister. She
alleged that he cared only about making millions of dollars out of the sexual exploitation of women and children. She went on to say that she grew up in abject
poverty.
In an age when we as a society, are being constantly
reminded of a woman's right to equality, it seems ironic
that Ms. Bafumo would herald Flynt as a proponent of our
First Amendment rights when he is only tearing down
women to the lowest possible levels. She referred to him
as someone who is "taking effective action as a citizen
based on his beliefs." What beliefs? A belief that men have
the constitutional right to objectify women?

It would seem more logical to assert that Flynt has
strong beliefs that women are nothing more than moneymaking sex objects.
Certainly, one would agree that objectifying women in
pornographic magazines does not help the women's
equality movement. For many centuries women were not
treated with the dignity and respect that they should have

been.
Finally, in the 20th century women are gaining the just
respect they deserve. They are being elected and appointed into high and honorable political positions with worldwide influence such as Secretary of State. Don't let Flynt
take that away from us.
Flynt is not interested in doing the right thing. He is
interested in getting his name in the news and using
scathing tactics, such as blackmail, to effect change in the
political arena.
If we praise the likes of Larry Flynt for giving congressmen a reason to "shake in their boots," we are failing to
retain any sense of a fundamental American principal:
integrity.
Jeremy Ray
senior
political science
Darts A Pats are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

DARTS
PAT

Men's basketball schedule may be reason for empty crowds at Zoo Cage
Tothe Editor

As a loyal JMU basketball fan for the past three years, I
am disappointed and upset with the men's basketball
team consistently scheduling a pansy out-of-conference
schedule. Economically and strategically it makes no sense
to schedule the little known schools of Maryland-Eastern
Shore, Morgan State, University of California-Irvine,
North Carolina A&T ... heck, the list could go on and on.
Of the 10 out-of-conference schools JMU plays this year,
only one had a winning record last year (Radford, who we
walloped this year 78-62).
I guess what really bothers me is that our program has
the best bunch of natural talent in years. On a national
level, the men's basketball program is only known for the
school where Lefty Driesell once coached. This year
would have been a golden opportunity to put JMU basketball on the map with an upset of a reputable program
or two. In the meantime, our fellow CAA counterparts
regularly schedule top-25 caliber competition and gain
confidence with every win or close game.
Did you know ODU lost at the buzzer to top-ranked
basketball powerhouse North Carolina this season?
Beating up on Mid- Eastern Athletic Conference schools is
going to impress nobody and only serves one purpose: to
pad the win column. Even this fails to alter a miserable
defeat at the hands of the lowly Hawks of MarylandEastern Shore.
I am not saying every game has to be against a top-25
powerhouse, but imagine what a couple of games against
a reputable school like UNC or the University of Virginia
see LETTERS page 13

Dart...
A "nice-timing" dart to the ABC board for
reinstating prohibition just in time for the 99 days
'til graduation party. Apparently you have the 1990s
confused with the 1920s.
Sent in by four seniors who have worked four
long years to enjoy alcoholic beverages legally with
our classmates.

Dart...

Dart...

Dart...

A "let's-have-some-morals" dart to the Zoo
Cagers for repeatedly chanting profanity and ethnic
epithets at opposing players.
Sent in by a group of students who just try to
support our Dukes that now understands why the
Zoo Cage is so empty.

A "I-don't-see-your-name-on-that-table" dart to
the sorority members who were rude to the nonGreek freshman girls who sat down in the unofficial
"Greek" section in D-hall because there were no
more seats left elsewhere.
Sent in by a non-Greek who doesn V think you
have any special claim to any particular table, no
matter what organization you belong to.

A "no-need-for-greed" dart to the guys in
Frederikson Hall who drop by to visit for the sole
purpose of eating my food.
Sent in by a starving student who thinks the Lay's
motto applies to you: Betcha can't eat just one.

t <lf...

Put

A "your-hard-work-is-appreciated" pat to
A "thanks-for-the-patience" pat to Connie at
Mike Maffoda for the extra time and energy that
JMU Events and Conferences for all her
you've put in as the Office of Residence Life
assistance in setting up rooms for student
desktop publisher.
organizations this semester.
Sent in by a very appreciative supervisor who
Sent in by a student who's glad he has such a nice
recognizes, your talent and exhaustion over the past
person to help him with a less than fun job.^,,,,,,,., Jew weeks% '•,»»,»»'

i£L i...
A "thanks-for-helping-out" pat to the UREC staff
and intramural referees foe their assistance in our
local basketball tournament. We couldn't have done
it without YOU!
Sent in by a City of Harrisonburg Department
official who knows the City and JMU can work
together to provide quality activities for the
yQQmnwuty. thaj.we fhwe^
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LETTERS, from page 11

would do for ticket sales, fan support and recruiting
interest. I'm sick and tired of listening to stories of the
good ol' days when there was never a lack of fan turnout
and the Convocation Center was rocking. Next year, let's
schedule opponents above or at least equal to our caliber
of play. If the team treats us to a thrilling upset of a bignamed school, the nostalgic days will disappear and the
fans will flock to the Convo once more... I promise.
Andy Foldenauer
junior
hearth sciences

the policy.
Obviously SGA legitimacy is more complicated than
students just "getting involved." First, all students should
vote and actively participate in SGA meetings. Second, I
propose that all SGA candidates at least be required to
send mass e-mailings to their potential constituencies
before elections telling them where they stand on different issues, thus making SGA elections more than just a
popularity contest.
Finally, I suggest that whatever we do to become
more active in our school government, we do the same in
our national government. After all, the new alcohol policy was required based on a congressional bill endorsed
by President Clinton and Virginia Attorney General Mark
Earley.
Mordecai Anderson
junior
philosophy

Students, SGA need to work together to
prevent misrepresentation
To the Editor:

In my third year at JMU, I have witnessed both the
new plus/minus grading system and the new alcohol
policy stir debate on campus. Students have consistently
complained about the recent major changes regarding
these issues. However, I'd like to shed new light on this
rather trodden ground.
It's common knowledge that a great opposition to the
new plus/minus grading system existed. The Student
Government Association and academic affairs committee
adopted it. Apparently, the SGA misrepresented, if not
ignored, the student body. I question SGA's legitimacy. It
might be said that SGA overwhelmingly agreed with the
grading policy at first, disregarding student opinion.
The alcohol policy is no different. There is a huge
voice of opposition to the blatant disregard for privacy in
the new policy, and the SGA seems not to have represented that voice fairly — at least not soon enough to prevent

SGA, Class Councils working toward
greater accessibility
To the Editor

While many students may have heard of the Student
Government Association's involvement in various Bills of
Opinion and impeachments last semester, I would like to
highlight other ways in which the SGA can serve you.
We had an incredible semester and are looking forward to more of the same productivity. Both the
Academic Affairs and the Multi-Cultural Committees
sponsored successful student forums on important issues.
The Buildings and Grounds Committee helped stage the
popular "Holidays on the Quad" celebration and the
Finance Committee allocated more than $10,000 to student organizations.
The Class Councils have been incredibly active this

year and have undertaken such new events as a class
council day on the commons with games and prizes and
the class of 2002 winter ball. Our other committees
accomplished such things as getting disposable containers at Let's Go, working to update the SGA web page,
promoting better student relations, collecting soda tabs
for dialysis treatments, increasing the frequency of the
inner-campus bus shuttle and representing student interests on parental notification for alcohol violations.
Next semester we have much more in the works —
watch for a new movie channel on campus cable which is
being taken on by UPB and is supported by SGA.
Personally, I will work to ensure that Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day will be a university holiday on the
2000-2001 calendar.
One of my biggest concerns in Student Government is
that we are too detached from the student body. This
year, thanks to our 100 dedicated SGA members, we have
increased our exposure to students.
However, I realize we still have a way to go. This
semester we will rededicate ourselves even further to
accessibility. Part of that effort involves informing students of how we can serve them.
We are not simply an organization that gives out
money and writes bills. We serve very practical purposes
and we can help to see that your college experience is as
smooth as possible.
As president, I encourage anyone who has concerns
about anything, large or small, to contact us. The SGA
office is located in Taylor 234 and the office phone number is x6376. I also encourage anyone to e-mail me at
emiyts@jmu.edu Please feel free to contact me or any other
SGA member. We will see to it that your concern will be
addressed to the best of our ability.
Tim Emry
SGA President
senior

SUPER

It's not too late to
goto
PARIS !
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Applications are still being accepted for the JMU Semester in Paris
program for Fall 1999 anil Spring 20110.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 31
6:00p.m.
Includes a tailgate party buffett.

Don't miss this opportunity to live in
one of the most fascinating cities in the world!
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For more information, contact the JMU Office of International Education, Hillcrest
y V; , Ho"se 2nd F,oor' 568-6419, intl_ed@jmu.edu, www.jmu.edu/intl-ed/
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Rocker Danny White hits the TSurg
Ingerlsongwriter froi
JACKIE CISTERNINO
assistant style editor
Straight from the Jersey Shore,
singer/songwriter Danny White
will be bringing his musical
talents down to the 'Burg for a
show at Mainstreet Bar & Grill
on Feb. 3. White, a native of
Matawan, NJ, is a hidden
treasure among young rockers,
with a definite knack for
capturing his listeners.
White's sound is a mixture of
classic rock/90's grunge, with a
smooth, sultry voice to
compliment his acoustic jams.
His self-produced album, Is This
All, showcases the range of
White's abilities: lead
vocals, guitars, harmonica,
keyboards, percussion and
background vocals.
White deftly combines his
one-man-band tactics with
catchy, real lyrics for a product
that is pure listening enjoyment.
With a voice reminiscent of
the Jakob Dylan's, White and his
band are comparable to the
Wallflowers, with a little Tom
Petty thrown in. White actually
lists Bob Dylan along with U2's
Bono and Bruce Springsteen as
his favorite songwriters. White's
lyrics prove to be as profound as
those of these rock stars. Since
Springsteen and White are both
from the same area in New
Jersey, it is not surprising that
White's
songs
have
a
Springsteenesque flair.
White's inspiration for his
lyrics lies in his own experience.
"[The lyrics] are all about people
I know," White said. "They're all
real, I can't make anything up,"
White said in a press release.

White's songs cover a wide
range of emotion, as they convey
the frustration of troubled youth
and also the liberation of this
generation. "Ooh yeah," for
instance, is a tune that captures
the angst of parental strains with
these poignant lyrics: "Yeah
mom you better watch your
son/yeah dad you better lock up
your guns/cause the times have
changed, we ain't the same/
yeah you're playing in a whole
new game." "Ooh yeah," packs
a powerful punch for the first
track of the CD.
Among other tracks that carry
on the theme of desperation
include "Ruby's Last Revenge,"
and "Attacking Without a
Sound." The former tells a tale of
a battered woman who isn't sure
where to rum. The lyrics scream
out a message that is sung with
deliberation by White: "Her eyes
gently gaze through you/
desperation swells she can see
but won't tell." The song ends
with an eerie instrumental piece
that wraps up the feeling
enveloped in the lyrics.
"Attacking Without a Sound"
is a bit more upbeat, as it
addresses the uncertainty
awaiting recent college grads.
With its fast-paced beat and
harmonica inserts, "Attacking
Without a Sound" is a fun song
that never lacks momentum. The
lyrics are light and catchy: "Billy
traded his hightops for
tattoos/pierced his tongue and
got some Marten boots/finished
four years of school/now he's
stripped Jack naked man/with
nothing to do."
"Is this All," is the title track
of the CD and can be heard on
various radio stations along the

East coast. It carries the same
theme of the other songs, one
which portrays the angst and
frustration of life's pitfalls.
Other more lighthearted
songs include "There She Goes
Again," which tells the story of
rocky romance.
White is eager to start on a
new CD, and plans to do so in
the near future. "We're getting
set to go back in and make
another disc," White said.
White is now touring the East
coast and is popular in the Jersey
Shore venue, as he performs
monthly in the New York City,
New Jersey and Philadelphia
areas. Other spots on his tour
include the Metro Cafe in
Washington, D.C. on Feb. 4 , the
Outback
Lodge
in
Charlottesville on Feb. 5 and the
Bubble Room in Charleston, S.C.
on Feb. 6.
Touring with bassist Chris
Dargis, guitarist Rob Micheal
and drummer Mike Campbell,
White does have a band for his
performances. Their shows
typically feature White on solo
acoustic for half of the show and
then the band kicks in for the
other half.
With his taunting, profound
lyrics and his appealing rock
sound, Danny White is definitely
worth checking out. He is a star
in New Jersey, and is no doubt a
rising star in other venues,
possibly even Harrisonburg.

GREAT WHITE
WHO: Danny White
WHAT: Live Performance
WHERE: Main Street Bar &
Grill
WHEN: Wednesday, Feb. 3

PHOTO COURTESY SPEAK TRUE PRODUCTIONS

Danny White rehearses. White Is well-known at the Jersey Shore,
and typically plays at spots in Philadelphia and New York City.

Local bars offer plethora of events
ATIE PLEMMONS
^contributing writer

k

There's something to do for everyone
in the 'Burg this weekend.
The Artful Dodger will have
Poetry/Prose Open Mic Night on Thursday. According to Chris Clark, owner of
the Artful Dodger, Open Mic Night is
every other Thursday evening, and
approximately 50 people attend the bimonthly event.
On Friday, the very popular Band 24
will take the stage at the Artful Dodger
"They're a very popular local band ... it's
usually a packed house [when they perform]," Clark said.
Clark estimates that close to 200 people

usually come to hear Band 24. The best
part about anything at the Artful Dodger?
There is no cover charge!
Key West Beach Bar and Grill also has
big plans for the upcoming weekend.
Every night, the "beach bar and grill"
turns the dance floor over to different DJs who really know how to
"play to the type of crowd."
Every Friday and Saturday night, Key
West will welcome anyone 21 and up to
come out and dance.
But Key West isn't always a nightspot
— they're planning a Superbowl party for
Sunday with finger foods and lots of
socializing. Key West charges a
cover of $3 every night, and ladies
get in free on Wednesdays.
Finnigan's Cove also has events for this

W*%}Q&a®% &

•
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weekend. On Saturday, the restaurant
will welcome the band Blue Beat Review.
Doyne Routhier, manager of Finnigan's
Cove, said the band "[plays] a wide mix ..
. kind of an upbeat blues."
If the band's advertisement is any indication of how the night will proceed, then
if 11 be pretty crazy — they describe themselves as "funk, shank and swung."
Finnegan's Cove had the band earlier in
the month, and Routhier said,
"they were really good. A good
crowd came out."
Approximately 100 people came out to
hear the band last time, so don't miss out.
A cover charge of $2 per person is
enforced after 9 p.m. and you must be at
least 21 to enter. Blue Beat Review is
scheduled to start at 10 p.m.

\/J

Thursday is Ladies Night at Mainstreet
Bar and Grill, and on Friday Mainstreet
offers free pizza to everyone from Chanello's beginning at 10 p.m. Saturday night,
Mainstreet plans to have the band
Come on Thunderchild play at 10
p.m., with the band Drazen opening.
Thursday night is Mainstreef s biggest
night, and bartender Claire Hiebert said
they're usually "completely packed."
There is a cover charge, and you must be
at least 21 to enter.
Sunday, the Biltmore will have a
Superbowl party. Like Mainstreet,
Thursday night is Biltmore's biggest
night, and there is never a cover
charge. However, you must be 21 to
enter after 10 p.m.

*•• <\ -
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Busta 'Rhymes' to JMU
Joy Gentile, UPB media relations coordinator echoed Larsson's sentiments.
"With all the publicity he has been getting
from appearing on MTV to being feaJMU is buzzing with excitement early tured in Spin, it will be great to have him.
in the semester as Busta Rhymes and the I think that from what I have seen of
Flipmode Squad invade JMU's Busta Rhymes, every show he does is a
Convocation Center Jan. 30. The show is fresh show — it makes him unpresponsored by the University Program dictable," Gentile said.
Board (UPB) and will start at 8 p.m.
Busta allows the listener to smile and
Busta Rhymes is one of rap music's appreciate his deftness with the microveterans. He has been around since 1990 phone. Fiifi Deku, UPB director of issues
when he was part of Leaders of the New and cultural awareness, reiterated
School. He has rapped about "chocolatey Rhymes' popularity as a performer. "A
choco, the chocolate chicken" with Tribe diverse group of people listen to Busta
Called Quest and with Janet Jackson on Rhymes. He is one of the few artists who
his new album.
have longevity when it comes to staying
Boyz II Men, Mary J. Blige and Craig on top of the music charts. He is a great
Mack are other artists with whom he has entertainer and we are glad to have him
worked. Perhaps his oddest collaboration at JMU," Deku said.
is "This Means War," a remake of the
The Flipmode Squad, will perform
metal classic "Iron Man," by Black with Busta Rhymes. Hipmode consists of,
Sabbath. Busta provides the verse for the Rampage, Spliff Star, Lord Have Mercy,
song, while Ozzy Osbourne's original Rah Digga and Baby Sham. However, the
vocal performance is the verse.
Flipmode Squad is more than just the
Busta Rhymes has released three solo group with whom Rhymes raps. The
albums: The Coming, When Disaster Strikes, Flipmode Squad released their first
and his most recent album, Extinction album, The Imperial, last year. Rampage
Level Event.
released a solo effort in 1997 entitled
All three have reached the platinum Scouts Honor By Way of Blood.
mark (one million copies sold). Busta's hit
This concert is one of JMU's major
singles include "Woo-Hah! Got You All in entertainment events of the year. "UPB is
Check" and "Dangerous."
happy to have a big show early in the
This month, Rhymes received a ' semester. The Busta Rhymes concert will
Grammy Award nomination for "Best be a great kick-off for the semester. We
Rap Solo Performance." He also has acted haven't sold out, but it looks like we have
in movies such as "Higher Learning" and a good chance to sell out the concert,"
"Strapped." Busta Rhymes is a rapper Gentile said.
who appears to have more energy than
BUSTA RYHMES
the Energizer bunny. You do not see it
[the bunny] beating its drum as much as
WHERE: JMU Convocation Center
Busta does. Charisma, comedic lyrics,
WHEN: Saturday, Jan. 30
body language, confidence and stamina:
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: Warren
Hall Box Office, Rock Town CDs and
These are all characteristics of the rapper.
Tapes, Plan 9, Disc Jockey, Town and
Eric Larsson, UPB director of musical
Campus Records
events, said he was "proud of the show
TICKETS PRICED: $15 with a JAC,
because he is able to give the JMU comlimit of two, and $20 for floor tickets
munity something different. He is a very
and
the general public.
talented artist and I am very excited about
the show."
BRIAN SHOWALTER
contributing writer

PHOTO COURTESY OF UPB

Russian skaters dazzle on ice
C.AIRE GABRIEL
ontributing writer
The Russian Stars of the St. Petersburg
Ice Ballet performed Shakespeare's
"Romeo and Juliet" on an ice-covered
stage at Wilson Hall Sunday evening
before a packed house.

EVIEW

LAURA SOULAWsenior photographer

Members of the St. Petersburg Ice Ballet perform "Romeo and Juliet," on a
specially created ice stage at Wilson Hall.

The beautifully performed show was
sponsored by the College of Arts and
Letters as part of the Masterpiece Season
Encore Series.
The performance was choreographed
by Konstantin A. Rassadin, a graduate of
the world famous Academy of Russian
Ballet. Rassadin has danced with such
renowned ballerinas as Natalia
Dudinskaya and Natalia Markarova and
dans£w Mikhail Baryshnikov-.
._.

.««,*4tft..l.

All of the skaters Sunday are highly
respected and celebrated performers from
Russia. Many have won skating competitions such as the "Championship of St.
Petersburg," the "Cup of Russia" and the
"Moscow News Trophy."
Their expertise and experience were
evident as they masterfully maneuvered
the small stage in Wilson.
What made this show different from a
typical ice show was the cast's ability to
combine the grace of figure skating and
the power of athletics as they performed
the popular Shakespeare play.
While one need not mention the plot
of the evening's performance, the skaters
must be commended for their ability to
perform with such finesse.
One interesting aspect of the performance was the casting of the lead roles,
those of Romeo and Juliet, performed by
Alexei Pogodin and Elena Komarova.
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Admission
NEARLY EVERY ELITE COLLEGE IN AMERICA
VIOLATES THE LAW.
DOES YOURS?

Using racial preferences to achieve a particular racial mix of students has been illegal
for twenty years.Yet many schools persist in treating
applicants differently by race in order to promote racial
diversity.
The lingering presence of unlawful racial preferences
makes applying to college or professional school all the more
difficult and admissions decisions all the more arbitrary.
Students need to know whether they are being treated in
accordance with the law.
To find out whether your college is following federal law regarding
racial preferences, visit our Web site at www.wdn.com/cir/handbook

»\\t0

•*£%S>

and get a free copy of our handbook, "Racial Preferences in Higher
Education:The Rights of College Students." Or call 1-877-HAN-BOOK
(1-877-426-2665) to order a free copy.

A project of the

CIR
Center for Individual Rights
1233 20th Street. NW
Suite 300
Washington, DC 20036
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Actors save play from disaster
NNIFER SIMMONS
Jseenior writer
Once again, it's Shepard-time at
Theatre II. Sam Shepard, that is.
Appliances will be thrown; people will
yell a lot, drink gross amounts of alcohol
and come to profound understandings of
life and more household appliances will
be thrown.

E VI EW
"True West," a Sam Shepard play
directed by senior Michael Sag, settles
into the Experimental Tlieatre this week,
showcasing impressive performances,
attempts at realism, 12 toasters and many
cans of Beast.
The play pits brother-against-brother
in Cain and Able fashion as Austin (senior
Al Domeyko) and Lee (senior Vince
Terlep) struggle to find their place in life,
as well as what they mean to each other
as brothers.
The show opens with Lee returning to
the home of his mother, prodigal sonesque, only to find his younger brother
watching the house while their mother is
on vacation in Alaska.
Both brothers claim they are in touch
with "real life" and the other isn't, which
fuels the under-lying fire of their confrontations, as well as accentuates their
flaws. And in an attempt to mirror that
theme in the play, this production is also
intent on convincing the audience that
everything on the stage is "real life." In
this sense, 'True West" is a mixed bag of
success and "better luck next time."
Domeyko and Terlep, both seasoned
veterans of the Experimental Theatre
stage, deliver unique and entertaining

Russians
astound
RUSSIANS, from page 17
While their performance was indeed
breathtaking, they did appear to be slightly too old for the youthful roles. The
skaters appeared to be in their mid-30s —
the characters of Romeo and Juliet are
typically performed by individuals in
their 20s or younger.
The costumes were an exceptional
aspect of the show. Bright and magnificently colorful, the costumes were appropriate and fascinating to watch. Director
Mikhail Kaminov used the costumes as a
tool in clarifying the story line as well. For
example, the Montagues were always in
darker tones and the Capulets in lighter
hues. This was especially helpful in the
absence of dialogue.
The props used in the performance
enhanced the performance considerably.
Especially riveting were the long swords
used during dueling scenes. The St.
Petersburg Ice Ballet's performance was
skillful and entertaining.
It was indeed an unforgettable cultural
opportunity to have the style and athleticism of a world famous troop brought to
our doorstep.

performances that more often than not
maintain the quirky realism the play
demands. Terlep, while suitably manic for
his role, is the less believable of the two
and by far the least sympathetic. There
should be some reason that the audience
cares about Lee, but Terlep gives little to
pity. But perhaps thafs the purpose of the
character, to create a true antithesis for
Austin to fight against and later for
Austin to see within himself.
As for Domeyko, this is by far the
strongest performance of his career at
JMU, as he plays Austin with natural and
solid care. There are moments in the play
when Austin feels just as real as if he were
standing in your own kitchen pouring
cereal and chatting away.
In fact, the dialogue between the
brothers was something of a triumph.
Domeyko and Terlep achieve a quality in
their discourse familiar to anyone who's
ever had a long conversation before.
They've mastered the art of making realistic conversation wherein the listener can
easily stray from what's being said long
enough to make a quick shopping list or
think of what to have for dinner or to say,
notice that electrical plugs numbers 42
and 22 are dangling from the grid in a distracting manner, and then with just as
much ease, reenter the conversation as an
active listener without feeling as though
they've missed anything vital . . . much
like this sentence.
However, this was a difficult thing for
other actors to achieve. The character of
the movie producer, Saul, played by
freshman Austin Bragg, is woefully out of
place amongst the easy flow of dialogue
between Terlep and Domeyko. The slick
Hollywood exec Bragg plays is a parody
of a character making it seem as though
Bragg is in the wrong play.
Senior Allison Coleman, who plays the

mother, is more successful in matching
the rhythm Domeyko and Terlep established, although she also misses the mark
when Mom's excitement grows over the
chance to see Picasso.
While the brother's naturalistic dialogue is a success in most areas, it fails in
the respect that like real conversations,
there is little attention paid to the pacing
of the conversation. While the audience
can be momentarily tricked into believing
they are being swept into a climax
through raised voices and typewriter
parts hurtling through the air, the overwhelming feeling is that of riding the
Scooby-Doo roller coaster at King's
Dominion; you climb some hills and you
roll down some slopes, but you never go
any faster than when you started.
Although the steady, yet never
increasing energy of the piece may be
similar to "real life" it does not help the
play, and this is the danger of realism.
The audience is real, the building in
which the play takes place is in is real, the
money they pay to see the show is real...
the play is not real and the audience
knows this. Attempting to fool people
with functional lights and tap water in
order to make them believe in the play is
unnecessary. Especially when that illusion
is so easily destroyed.
For example, the audience enters
through what becomes the front hallway
during the play. The hallway, which is too
narrow and too long to be a main hallway, appears tiled, there are no windows
or other doors and pictures on the walls.
There are three different and unmatched
lighting units in the ceiling. The front
door opens into the kitchen, which has
three different cabinet units and an apartment-sized stove beside the refrigerator.
The kitchen table looks like something
from a cheap diner and the three chairs

are completely mis-matched. The art
work on the walls is appropriate but is in
all the wrong places.
The house that the audience assumes
exists beyond the kitchen walls, in simple
terms, would not exist elsewhere than in
the mind of set designer, senior Shane
Ring. Admittedly, creating a realistic interior is a hard task, but attention to detail is
paramount. When even the tiniest flaw
goes unaltered, the realism begins to
crumble and while it's wonderful that a
set can be built with running water and
flowing electricity, a faucet and light
switch does not a realistic set make.
However, the set did succeed in an
unexpected area. By far, the best light
design to be seen in "True West" came
from Fridgidare and GE. That is to say,
the bright light that shone from the refrigerator whenever Lee fished out another
midnight beer as well as the fluorescent
light above the sink worked fabulously as
situational lighting elements. It's a pity
that the entire show could not have been
lit in this fashion. Had that been the case,
the production could have avoided the
monotonous and ineffectual lighting
design by sophomore Geoff Ehrlich.
Warm and cool lights alone cannot create
mood, and more importantly, dimming
the lights on half the stage during a
monologue because a character is spelling
out the point of the play does not look
dramatic, it looks like a power out.
Fortunately, this is a case in which a
good show can survive poor tech, and
this production of "True West" delivers
an hour-and-a-half of entertaining theater.
Only one bit of advice to the theater-goer
who sees 'True West;": Do not sit in the
front row. It's messy, it's dangerous,
you'll get pelted with toast, doused with
beer and small metalic bits will fly at you.
With that in mind enjoy the show.

Guys and dolls .. .
Madison Project to be opening act for cult film
'The Bride ofChucky' in Grafton-Stovall on Friday
OEYGROAH
staff writer

2

This Friday at midnight, a
demonic doll and a popular
all-male singing group will
unite for a midnight extravaganza. No, it's not Pamela
Anderson and the Backstreet
Boys, it's Chucky and the
Madison Project. GraftonStovall Theatre will screen the
fourth installment of the
"Child's Play" movies, the
magnum opus "Bride of
Chucky" this Friday, Jan. 29.
Prizes will also be given
away through out the night
said
the
Volunteer
Coordinator of the Film
Committee, Sara Simberg.
"Bride of Chucky" is in the
Friday night tradition of midnight movies, such as last

semester's presentation of the
vampire action-flick "Blade"
and "Spice World."
"If 11 be kind of like 'Spice
World' except with an edge,
but hopefully it'll be watchable," said University
Program Board (UPB)
Director of Cinematic Events
James Bilgihan. "We're showing 'Orgazmo' at midnight on
Valentines Day," continuing a
Grafton-Stovall tradition of
showing porn-related movies
on the holiday known for
love.
The Madison Project, a
well-known a capella singing
group of JMU students, will
provide their signature brand
of entertainment before the
movie. The group performed
to a packed house at Wilson
Hall earlier this semester and
are immensely popular with

JMU and local Harrisonburg
audiences.
Past opening acts include
the Breakdancing Club and
this always gets people excited and makes going out for
the midnight movie a completely different experience.
"Trte best part about the midnight movie is it's like doing
'Mystery Science Theater' in
Harrisonburg,"
Film
Volunteer and Projectionist
Jay Cald well said, referring to
the TV show where a guy and
two robots crack wise at a
movie for two hours.
"The whole stigma behind
movie theaters is to sit in
silence and stare at the screen.
Whereas the Grafton-Stovall
experience is to yell at movies
and make fun of movies that
deserve to be made fun of,"
Caldwell said. Simberg was

excited about the combination
of opening act, the giveaways
and the cult film. The
Madison Project will perform
at 11:30 p.m., followed by
"Bride of Chucky."

"BRIDE OF CHUCKY'
STARRING: Jennifer Tilly,
Brad Dourif and John Ritter
WHERE: Grafton-Stovall
WHEN: Friday, Jan. 29.
AT: 11:30 p.m.
TICKETS PRICED AT: $2
77K critically acclaimed and box
office hit "Pleasantville" will
show on Friday, fan. 29 at 7 and
9:30 p.m. For more information
contact the UPB Film Committee
at x 7815 or Grafton-Stovall
Theatre at x 6723.
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Valley AIDS Network
Providing 10 years of service for
HIV/AIDS patients and their families
story by senior writer KELLEY BLASSINQAME
and preparing them for
death," she said. Now,
McCoy Carpenter says,
clients don't necessarily
come to VAN dying but,
"they come to us in crisis.
They are totally out of money
and desperate. We're trying to get
The mission of the Valley AIDS
the word out that we're available to
Network (VAN) is to:
come to before then."
Cathy', a 27-year-old
• Address directly the needs
mother of four who's been infected
with HIV
of Valley residents
since March
diagnosed as HTV Infected
1997,
is
This past December, a
included
Christmas tree sat in the
Prevent the spread of the
among those
lobby of the University
HTV virus
Recreation Center. It had all
who came to
^^705
the usual decorations —
VAN in
lights, ribbons, and a star on services are what
desperate
top. But this tree was very different from McCoy
time, is very
any other. Instead of having gifts under it, Carpenter calls
thankful for
this tree had gifts on it.
all
of VAN's
"complete case
Cathy*
hugged me and thanked me for speaking
Part of a Valley AIDS Network management."
services
and supValley AIDS Network Client
to them," she said. "Hopefully, I helped
(VAN) holiday program called "Warm A This means VAN
port. She's been affilWinter Wish," the tree displayed candy assists clients in
prevent at least one person from getting
iated with VAN since March of this year.
canes with tags listing the age and gift a finding housing, job placement, referrals
this disease. One thing I've learned from
"They helped me find an apartchild wanted for Christmas. Every child's for counseling, medical services and getall
this is that AIDS can affect anyone."
ment, a doctor, and are always there for
name on the tree either had AIDS or had a ting prescriptions. Advances in medicine
In a more local contribution,
me to talk to," she says. "They don't offer
parent infected with the disease.
Cathy has become very involved in starthave helped VAN's clients maintain hapvery much financial help, not that I would
Warm a Winter Wish and other pier, healthier and longer lives, according ever ask for it. It's just nice to know someing programs for VAN clients, like helping
VAN programs serve the organization's to McCoy Carpenter.
one is there to support me and help me
to initiate a women's support group. "It's
45 to 50 clients across the Shenandoah
been slow coming though, since people
"New drugs called protease
out when I need it. Like if I need a ride to
Valley and West Virginia who are infect- inhibitors keep them with us a while
the doctor, I know there is someone I can
are ashamed and scared, so no one's been
ed with HIV or diagnosed with full- longer, so we're able to offer people more
count on to take me."
coming to the meetings."
blown AIDS. This year, VAN is celebrat- services now than just grief counseling
Cathy's children are among those
Cathy says she thinks it will help
who benefited this year from the Warm A
other women dealing with AIDS to help
Winter Wish program. She has three sons,
talk with, others who have similar experiages 11, seven and five and a 10-year-old
ences, problems and worries.
daughter. Cathy recently quit her job, so
Cathy thinks it's important to
money
is
tight.
Christmas
presents
would
support
VAN's
efforts as a way of thankThe University Health Center provides anonymous HIV
have been nonexistent without help from
ing them for supporting her over the past
testing for JMU students. Testing is by appointment
VAN. "I used to work until the end of
year. "I can't thank them enough for what
October when I had to quit," she said.
they've done here for me and my kids."
only and results take three weeks to arrive.
"It became a choice between my job or
VAN's services are kept up by a
my
health."
dedicated
four-person permanent staff
To take advantage of this service:
Even though she can't work
and nearly 60 volunteers. "We have a
because of her declining health and wasn't
tremendous reliance on volunteers,"
• Call x6177 to schedule an appointment You will need to
able to give her children everything she
McCoy Carpenter said. "I had a group of
give any first name for the appointment schedule and for
would have liked to this Christmas, Cathy
students working with me this year who
is
helping
to
give
the
gift
of
knowledge
were complete lifesavers to me."
the purpose of calling you from the lobby.
back to the Valley community.
VAN is primarily funded by sevShe recently made her first puberal federal and state agencies and sup• When you come to the University Health Center, sign your
lic speaking appearance at Bridgewater
ported by laws The Ryan White Care Act
College
as
part
of
their
programming
for
and the Housing Opportunities for People
first name on a sheet of paper and present it to the
AIDS Awareness Month. She spoke canwith AIDS laws help to provide nearly 70
receptionist at the front window.
didly about her infection and what it's like
percent of VAN's funding. The other 30
to be living with AIDS.
percent comes from grants and private
"I was so nervous," she said. "I t donations — businesses, churches and
• Before the blood test is performed, there will be a short precan talk to the few friends I have left and
individuals.
counseling session covering general HTV/AIDS information,
my family about it, but there were over
McCoy Carpenter said, "We'd
100 people there. And I was terrified."
have never made it this long without the
testing information, risk reduction and scheduling a postDespite her inexperience with public
amount of support we get from everyone
test counseling appointment for three weeks later when
speaking, Cathy says, the response she
in the community. We're very lucky and
your results are in.
received from the audience was wellhelping quite a few people, which makes a
worth a case of stage fright.
pretty good Christmas present by itself."
No mention of HTV testing will be placed in you medical record.
"They made me feel really great,
'some names have been changed to probecause afterward students came upand
GRAPHICS BY REBECCA DOUGHERTY
tect identity...
ing 10-years of helping valley residents
infected with HIV or AIDS and educating
the community about preventing the
spread of the disease.
"It's such a young service
because up until a few years ago, contracting AIDS was a death sentence,"
says Selena McCoy Carpenter, VAN
client services coordinator. VAN and the
programs and services it provides were
the brainchild of the organization's two
founders, Dr. Vida Huber, department
head of JMU's
School
of """■^™""~~~
Nursing
and
Rose Winters, a
former nursing
faculty member. s^m fl// ^ ^

One thing I've learned

can affect anyone...

Anonymous HIV Testing

Valley AIDS Network
Mission Statement
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VOLUNTEERING AT

VAN

One JMU student's story offriendship and hope
story by contributing writer LIBBY TEMPLE
Senior Mark Riddle has spent his last three years at
JMU as a shoulder to cry on, a confidant and
advisor to his buddy, Jake*. Most would consider
this a description of any friendship, but Mark is
helping to keep Jake alive.
Mark became Jake' s "buddy" through a volunteer
program arranged by Valley AIDS Network (VAN), a nonprofit organization serving residents of the Shenandoah
Valley living with HIV and AIDS.
Already active in community service, mark discovered
the unique program from his friend, a "VAN buddy." His
friend would often come in "gushing" with stories about
her experiences.
It was the idea of service that attracted him to volunteer, "but the hook was hearing about her relationship,
that made it real," Mark says.
His life would soon change forever when the VAN
staff matched him up with a "buddy."
Mark was told to contact his buddy at least once a
month to help him if he needed anything and to "be a listening ear." But it was up to him to try and establish a relationship.
Initially nervous about the relationship, Mark
says he soon realized he had to go into it with a mind set to
help whatever way he could. He knew there would be
things he could never prepare for. "The hardest part is
understanding that bad things are going to happen, that
you can't do anything about," Mark says.
When Mark first met Jake, his VAN buddy, Jake had
been shut up in his house for three days with the blinds
drawn, not seeing anyone, and not taking any calls. Mark
recalls, "Whatever he was going through at the time, he
didn't want anyone to see it."
Fortunately, Mark was lucky in his match and he and
Jake "just clicked."
From early on, Jake tried to make him feel as comfortable as possible Mark says.
In the beginning Mark would stop by to talk or
they would meet for lunch, but Jake never wanted to
impose on his friend for anything.
For instance, Mark says whenever he would offer
to run errands for him or drive him anywhere, Jake would
politely decline, even though he didn't even own a car.
Jake's condition at the time was much more serious than
he would admit Mark says..
That was in 1995, when Jake had been living with the
pain of his illness for about a year. He was beginning to
develop some medical problems associated with HIV.
Signs of thrush and shingles were beginning to show, and
he had to go on medical leave from work. He could feel
himself getting weak.
Jake was experiencing the lowest point in his illness to
date, physically and emotionally, Mark remembers. It was
only six months before the introduction of protease
inhibitors, a relatively new line of potent antiviral drugs
introduced to the treatment of AIDS/HIV. But Jake had no
idea there was hope in store.
At the time, Jake had seriously considered giving up
on drug therapy. The extensive regiment of medicines
used to treat AIDS, often called "cocktails," are different
combinations of prescriptions according to a patient's
symptoms.
For Jake, managing all his prescriptions and what
they were needed for was difficult, and Jake wasn't seeing
results. Knowing which prescriptions he was supposed to
take when added to the confusion. Many of his "meds"
had to be taken up to three times a day, some with food
and some without.

Eventually, Jake began confiding in Mark more about
his treatment and his predicament. "It got to the point
where I could ask him, 'how are you?' And by that he
would know to tell me his T-cell count, if he was taking his
medicines and how he was really doing," Mark says.
Later, Jake shared with Mark the painful irony of how
he contracted HIV. Jake had always been careful, even
"cautious" when it came to relationships. He often reminded friends to use protection when they had sex, and he
usually followed his own advice.
He contracted HIV from a sexual partner he had been
seriously involved with for months. "He trusted this person, he was feeling comfortable in the relationship and he
let his guard down," Mark says.
Although Jake was going through all this personal tur-

As a non-profit organization,
Valley AIDS Network (VAN) relies
heavily on a core of nearly 60 volunteers to help shoulder the burden of
a heavy case load. VAN finds many of
its volunteers from JMU.
Students interested in becoming
VAN volunteers can attend a one-day
orientation to learn more about it.
There, interested people have the
opportunity to speak with former
VAN volunteers and buddies as well
as hear a broad range of speakers, all
providing different perspectives on
the disease.
Medical authorities are on hand
to provide information about
AIDS/HIV. In addition to discussing
treatments and generalities on the
disease, they also talk about safety,
discussing things that constitute risk
to VAN buddies. "It's little things like
carrying rubber gloves in the car
with you in case you were to get into
an accident and you had to help
them," a VAN volunteer Mark
Riddle says.
VAN also arranges for some
of their clients who are living with
HIV/AIDS to speak about their illness.
/
Volunteers interested in the
buddy program meet with VAN
staff one-on-one to provide the staff
with personal insight into their volunteers for matching up compatible buddies.
Anyone interested in becoming a VAN volunteer can call the VAN
office at 564-0448, and ask to speak
with the volunteer coordinator. The
office is a short drive or bike ride
from campus, located in downtown
Harrisonburg.

moil, Mark says, "He always wanted to put on a bright
face for me, which is funny because that's what I thought I
was supposed to do."
Mark remembers a time shortly after they met,
when Jake went back to live at home with his family and
resolve issues with his parents and sisters. While he was
home, Jake started a positive transformation. "What he
was going through provided him with some sort of clarity,
and he started putting things in order," Mark says.
Jake started keeping track of his medicines again
and reestablished relationships with his family. He was
able to communicate better with them than ever before.
He became more open about issues with his family he
used to try and ignore. "I guess he realized that he
might not have the option of bringing things up later,"
Mark says.
Living with HIV, Jake realized he had to say good-bye
to many of his dreams and ideals for the future, Mark says.
One of the hardest things he had to learn was his personal
relationships would never be the same. "He can never
meet someone again for the first time and let the relationship progress* naturally," Mark says. "Somewhere along
e the line he has to tell them that he may be dying."
Part of the metamorphosis Mark saw in Jake was
Jake's ability to come to terms with the limitations his illness placed on him. "It was really frustrating for him to not
be physically able to do things that he used to do before he
got sick," Mark says. It was especially hard for Jake to give
up working. He was in and out of work for weeks at a time
until he finally admitted it was too much for him, Mark
remembers. "In a way, you have to give up some responsibility of yourself," Mark says.
Being there for Jake, Mark is certain he got back
much more than he could ever give. Mark says he learned
to stand back, and reserve his judgment and was ultimately able to witness his friend's strength as he came to
terms with his disease.
Mark admits it was hard for him to be objective sometimes. He knew it was not always his place to give advice.
But there were times when Mark felt like screaming at
Jake, mostly when he wasn't taking proper care of himself.
But Mark was able to see his friend through a sort of grieving process. Now Jake has gone on with his life.
Mark helped Jake move last semester and today, Mark
reports his health is stable. He's been faithful to his "cocktail" routine and taking excellent care of himself. He has
reestablished himself in a new town, a new home and has
even found a new love.
Mark says he's very proud of Jake and the part he
has played in his life. Jake will be matched up with a
new "buddy" from an AIDS organization closer to his
new home.
Mark says he is confident the friendship they
established will survive the distance, "... when you know
someone like that, there are a lot of things you take
with you. Through their transformation, that person is
a part of you."
'some names have been changed to protect identity

Alpha Sigma Tau (AST), a JMU sorority will be sponsoring an AIDS walk
and other related events on March 27
to benefit Camp Heartland and the
Valley AIDS Network. There will be an
information table in Warren Hall on
Feb. 23 and on the Commons in March.
—/
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Call Corey at
1-800-768-3987

im^ M»
&£&
$2.00 A11»U«CAN.EAT
Halftime Buffet
BIG Screen
TV
donated by GRAND Home Furnishing:

Photographers Wanted!
Classic Photography, has positions available for
photographers. Must have own transportation and
outqoinq personality. Job is perfect for individuals
looking for supplemental income without extensive
time input. Serious inquiries only.

PLUS 7 other TV's

Raffling off PRIZES
stick around for our late night food specials

SPACES ARE STILL AVAILABLE FOR JMU'S

SUMMER IN GHANA
PROGRAM

\m

.-•£

pflH
221 University

Spend this June in Ghana!
Earn six credits while experiencing Ghana's unique
culture, tropical climate, and fascinating history.
For more information, or to apply, contact.
Dr. David Owusu-Ansah
JMU Professor of History
568-6743
owusuadx@jmu.edu
or
JMU Office of International Education
Hillcrest House, 2nd Floor
568-6419
intl_ed@jmu.edu

www.jmu.edu/intl-ed/GHANA.html
,, . - • »

■
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SPORTS

Perry leads Dukes, 69-56
ETH BURTON
ports editor

us

If first-place Old Dominion
University was supposed to be a
CAA test for the JMU men's basketball team last night, then the
Dukes passed with flying colors.
Before a tenacious crowd of
4331 at the Convocation Center,
the Dukes defeated the Monarchs 69-56 for their thirdstraight win.
The Dukes, who trailed for a
total of two minutes, used multiple defenses to confuse ODU
and hold them to 34 percent
field goal shooting.
Junior guard Jamar Perry
paced the Dukes with 21 points
on 7-15 shooting, including several key baskets down the
stretch as JMU avenged a twopoint loss at ODU on Jan. 6.
The win improved the Dukes
record to 12-7 overall, but more
importantly, 5-4 in the CAA, the
first time this season they have
been above .500.
"This was a big game for us,"
junior point guard Jabarri Outtz
said. "We wanted a little
revenge, and there is the rivalry."
Outtz was a major factor in
the Dukes win, running the JMU
offense and scoring 18 points.
As the Dukes began to pull
away at the start of the second
half, it appeared ODU wasn't up
to the task of performing in front
of the raucous Convo crowd, as
the Monarchs committed 16
turnovers to the Dukes six.
"We were putting the test to
them," JMU senior Chatney
Howard said. "Everybody was
having fun, and thafs when we
seem to play our best.
The crowd, which included a
full Zoo Cage and student section, had the most fun of all.
The crowd exploded after a
thunderous dunk by junior
Kevan Johnson in the first half
and disrupted the ODU offense
throughout the game.
"The crowd was messing
with them," Howard said. "It
was loud out there."
ODU coach Jeff Capel admitted the crowd disrupted the
Monarchs.
"Their crowd was great,"
Capel said. " We haven't been in
an environment like this in some
time. It was too loud to hear the
plays being called."
Freshman forward Tim Lyle
and junior center Rob Strickland
played great interior defense,
combining to shut down threetime CAA player of the week
Cal Bowdler, who was held to
seven points of 2-6 shooting.
Eugene Atkinson, who
scored 12 points, played four. .

ROBERT NATT/staffphotographer

Junior point guard Jabarri Outtz nails a fadeaway Jumper In a 75-59 win over William & Mary last week. Last night, the Dukes knocked
off CAA conference leader Old Dominion, 69-56, improving to 12-7 overall, and 54 In the CAA.

positions, including helping out
defensively on ODU center Reggie Bassette in the paint.
"Bones was a real key for us,"
Outtz said.
Another key for the Dukes
were their numerous second
chance opportunities, as they
grabbed 11 offensive rebounds.
"We. just. played, tough..

defense, we didn't let them get crowd to give it's loudest ovathe ball inside," Outtz said.
tion of the night.
The Monarchs cut the deficit
"It was tremendous," Outtz
to six with 3:53 left in the game, said about the crowd. "It was
but Lyle drew an offensive foul
definitely a sixth man out there."
on Bowdler which led to a
Saturday, theuukes will
Howard putback and free throw, travel to George Mason, hoping
giving the Dukes a nine-point to avenge an 83-81 overtime loss
lead which was as close as ODU
to the Patriots in January- •
. would get Jl caused the ConVo * •••nM*ihgTJ6ljYiVju
just
S one

win, we have to go out and win
the next one against Mason,"
Outtz said.
With the win over ODU,
JMU trails the Monarchs (7-2) by
two games in the CAA, and are
a game behind the 2nd place
Patriots (6-5). The University of
Richmond (6*4)- «ts one half
game ahead 8f7MU.

■^■Pi
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April showers bring
May flowers...

The SUPER BOWL can be decided by
one or two yards this year. . .
And so can your SUBS front

451

^ why wait for spring for beautiful
Josh tulips and other spring
flowers? Enjoy them now with a
bouquet from
1

DELICATESSEN
\rtittic

PIOGIST
600 E University Blvd., next lo Costco
433-3352
Toll free: 888-395-3082

Order your 3 &■ 6 foot sub platters today1.

2035-51 E. Market St.

433-4090

Olde Mill Village
located at 11A South Ave.

(540) 432-9502 <=*

Lease now and get $50 back!

or
Get a Double Bed!
Also valid for renewals
Pedal on the level - no hills to
climb or interstate to cross
Only four blocks to campus
Energy efficient heat pumps
Mini-Minds on all windows
Slain resistant wall-to-wall
carpeting
Paved parking spaces
Pre-wired for telephone
Telephone & cable millets in
nwvt a
CO.NSTAIU

hciidholt locks and door
viewers on all apts
No sliding patio doors
Well-lit parking lets and
walkways
Convenient bus service lo
campus and the Valley Mall
full-time management and
maintenance
basketball court
Park at your apartmentnot blocks awiix

Exclusive \ I (
Communii ations \delphia
package im hiding
• Individual accounts
•JMU Network Aa . u
M\ Ethernet Card)
• Local and Long
Distance phone servit i
(free voice mail and
call waiting}

(540)432-9502

check out our NEW website at: www.oldemillvillage.com
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Runners just want to have fun

JMU running club looking forward to warm weather and new members
OB PETRONE
&ontributing writer
In their quest to master all of UREC's
high-tech workout machines, many JMU
students have a tendency to overlook the
simpler methods of gerting in shape.
One of the easiest and most convenient
ways to get a solid workout is running.
For those who enjoy a leisurely jog
around campus or a fast-paced trek
through the arboretum, the good news is
there's a club just for you. The bad news:
no one seems to know it exists.
"We have a running club?" said confused senior Don Cambria when asked if
he ever thought about joining. Cambria
used to run for the' Dukes' cross-country
team and still trains on his own.
Cambria isn't the only one in the dark
about the club. On a campus where one
can see dozens of people jogging each
day, the average attendance over the past
couple of weeks at running club group
runs has been about five to 10 students,
according to junior Guillermo Ubilla, the
club's president and founder.
Early in the semester, when the weather was warmer, Ubilla estimated about 35
to 40 students would show up for runs.
While thaf s a sound number, it's still only
about a quarter of the 150 students who
originally signed up for the club.
"It wasn't difficult to stir interest at the
beginning of the year," Ubilla said. "It's

STEVE GLASS/contributing phiilogropher

JMU running club members (toft to right) Dan Salgado, Scott Schaeffer, Christine Messina, Guillermo Ubilla and Megan
Peterson go for a Jog past UREC. The club is making several changes this semester In order to recruit new members.
difficult to keep people's interest as it gets
colder and people get busier."
Although the club has not received a
lot of publicity and member participation
has been lackadaisical at best, the club's
organizers are working to rectify the situation.
Some ideas for getting the word out

are to advertise on the centerpieces located on the tables of the eating establishments on campus, as well as posting flyers in the dorms, according to junior
Christie Messina, the club's marketing
director.
Ubilla said the club will be undergoing
an internal facelift as well, with more

structure and special events at the center
of the club's plans.
"In an effort to get more people to
come out, we're starting a competitive element within the club," Ubilla said. "This
will be structured much like high school
see RUNNERS page 31

We Have Everything
You Need to

A college education
takes $$$. Don't send out an
SOS. U 2 can get the $$$ you
need with a merit-based
Army ROTC Scholarship.
1,000's of scholarships
are awarded every year

to students majoring in engineering, science, business,
nursing and a number of other
majors. B 1 of them. Army
ROTC scholarships
are A+. They're as good
asAu.

low prices
personalized service
no long lines to get your skis
rent by the day or for the season
JMU discounts on rentals

ARMYROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TCKE.
For more information contact
Captain McRae at 6094 or come to
Bridgeforth Stadium South

C^^CU Mt.

SKI & SKATE

NEXT TO SHONEY'S ON EAST MARKET ST.
.'. ■»

i
••^^•M^t,,,,, T^^V.^*. '.
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DOUBLE HAPPINESS
Chinese Restaurant

Lunch, Dinner, Carryout

IMPRINTED %

3140 South Main St., Harrisonburg VA 22801

POLAR
FLEECE
VEST
POLAR
FLEECE
PULLOVER

540-433-0560
COMBINATION PLATTERS
(Served with Egg Roll and Fried or Steamed Rice)
Please Order by Number.
1. Chow Mein (Shrimp. Chicken, Beef or Pork)

4.95

2. Beef with Broccoli

4.95

3. Green Pepper Steak
4. Shrimp with Lobster Sauce

4.95
5.25

5. Moo Goo Gai Pan

5.25

6. Sweet and Sour Pork or Chicken

6.25

7. Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables

6.25

8. Beef with Mixed Vegetables

5.95

9. Chicken with Mixed Vegetables

5.95

* 10. Kung Pao Chicken

5.95

11. Shrimp with Broccoli

6.25

* 12. General Tao's Chicken

6.25

* 13. Hunan Beef
•14. S/echuan Beef

5.95
5.95

PORTSWEAR - CLOTHING OUTLET

Lunch Buffet
Mon.-Sal. II a.m.-2 p.m.
Mon.-Sal II a.m.-IOp.m.
Sun. II a.m.-9:30 p.m.

SALE - $29.95
REG. - $59.95

SALE - $23.95
REG. - $49.95
All Day Sunday Buffet

Jackets, Rugby's, Fleeces. Polo's - $5 & up.
T - Shirts and Caps - $1 & up.
Turtlenecks, Sweats, etc. - $3 a up.

Friday and Saturday
Night Buffet 4:30 p.m. -9 p.m.
Closing Time: II p.m

UNIVERSITY PLAZA, UNIVERSITY BLVD.
M0N - FRI. 9:00 - 5:00, SAT. 9:00 -1:00
PART TIME POSITION AVAILABLE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Dishes are spicy

3 days a week* 2 - 4 hours a day* PC* CoralDraw 8 software
INTERESTED? CALL 540-434-4240 - EXT. 102

Note: MSG. Salt or Oil may be omitted upon request.
Please request mild, hot or regular on spicy dishes

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING F0RTHE MONEY!
U Us Out:!!

t SOUTH AVENUE
UNP/EHSITV

• Convenient to Campus

• Free Water

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units

• Microwave

• Easy Access to JMU (bus

• Washer & Dryer

service)

• Dishwasher

• Reasonable Rates

• Individual Leases
Public transit at

• Furnished or Unfurnished

PORT TOW

ft

Units

entrance to help you

•Ample Parking
get to campus.
MADISON DRIVE

JMU

(INIVERSITV
mssm
The Place to Be!
> i
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Let's not get ready to rumble
An inside look at what is really going on with the latest fad
I vividly remember sitting in front of
the television Saturday mornings. With
my little brother comfortably tucked
away in a head-lock, I would watch
excitedly as the Junk Yard Dog would
race around the wrestling ring.
Perhaps after a particular exciting
match, I would throw my brother to the
ground, crawl atop my couch and
scream with all my might. All the while
my skinny arms (some things never
change), clawing desperately at my shirt
as I tried to rip it from my hairy chest
(even then).
This would go on until my mom
would come downstairs and tell me to
shut up, or until I hit puberty— actually
it definitely stopped when I hit puberty.
Probably a little bit before to be honest.
G.I. Joe definitely outlasted WWF in the
Burton household.
Unfortunately, I was witness to a
scene eerily similar to the one described
Monday night. Monday night, for the
love of God. Just three days ago 21-year
old men, and one 21-year old man in
particular, were running around my
apartment doing their best Goldberg
impression.
If you don't know what a Goldberg
impression looks like, especially when
done by a roommate who doesn't exact-

ly possess all of Goldberg's, um, physical qualities, then you are much better
off.
I will be honest. I've tried to watch
this spectacle of overly hairy, large men
in overly tight costumes cavorting, grabbing and rolling around with each other.
I know the fad of WCW/WWF is seemingly sweeping even the sanest of individuals
off their
feet,
and I've
tried
my best
to enjoy
it.
I
— Seth Burton
even
know
some of
the basic plot-lines.
I'm sorry though, I just can't do it.
After hours of staring at the television
with a blank, numb expression on my
face and roommates leaping around like
Frogger on Ritalin, I've come to the same
conclusion.
I don't enjoy watching overly hairy
large men in overly tight costumes
cavorting, grabbing and rolling around
with each other.
I've been told I just don't understand

Gimme a
minute

the "sport." I don't really see what there
is to understand. These are staged
events, with pretty poor actors stepping
up to the mic every night. Maybe my big
problem is the outfits, I really can't get
past them. Especially when the men
drop the singlets and don the dresses a
la WWF, it's time to change the channel.
I've been told that wrestling is the
soap opera for
men,
that
wrestling is "highquality entertainment." I guess I
can see this somewhat. I have no
real problem with
this joke of a
"sport." Hey, to
each his own,
right?
My problem lies basically with the
wrestling fans. They are a certain breed,
these fans, and I think you know this. It
used to be any wrestling fan over say,
12, basically resembled the wrestlers.
Just fatter, drunker and a lot more uneducated.
Times have changed. Now, wrestling
fans are probably those guys who live
directly above you and rattle the pictures off your walls every Monday

Do it in your pgjgmgs. . .
Do it with the TV on . . .
Do it at 3 am . ..

Get connected at www.cofcu.oj-g
Check account balances, transfer money,
an4 get stock quotes
from your personal computer
anytime, 4ay or night, 24-/7.

Life just cloesn't get sny easier than this. . .

Log on at www.cofcu.org
Questions' Call 800/424-3334CommonVfealth One
Federal Credit Union

Your Financial E4ge at JMW
o

Seth Burton is a senior mass communication major who still plays with G.l. Joes.
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Online Brand?.

night. What would drive a fully-functioning adult, a near professional for
heavens sake, into threatening me with a
Stone Cold Stunner?
How can anyone knowingly admire,
and in some extreme cases, such as a certain assistant sports editor, worship a
person whose full name is Chyna? Or
Gangrel? Or Sting? Well, I like Sting, but
he sings, and I've always had kind of an
issue with his name anyway. Same thing
with Cher. But that's not the point.
The point is, isn't it obvious that
things have gotten a little out of hand?
I'm all for having a good time. Hey, I
can even get a little rowdy, especially
after eating an extra large order of 7-11
Nachos and watching "Annie." But
please, stop the atomic elbows from the
dining table.
It's not funny, and it doesn't feel
good.
A quick note to the crazy Scott
Steiner/Stone Cold fans. Just because we
differ on our entertainment tastes, not to
mention our maturity level, please don't
knock me with the unsuspecting suplex
or full nelson around campus.

w

V

TITLES ON SALE NOW!
Fun Lovin' Criminal
Foxy Brown
Ani DiFranco
Lauryn Hill
Everlast
Dave Matthews & Tim Reynolds
FAST SPECIAL ORDER SERVICE!
WE PAY CASH FOR YOUR USED CDs!
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
http://www.plon9musk.com

.
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Up to 40% Off
New Textbooks

/
/ /

• Only $4.95 shipping ... no
matter how many books ordered
• Guaranteed 30-day, no-hassle
return policy
• Fully secured transactions
/

varsitybooks.com
your online college bookstore
■
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Making an immediate impact
N

ROBERT NATTIstaffphotographer

Freshman forward/center Tim Lyle shows why he leads the CAA
In field goal percentage In the Dukes victory over William A Mary.

IKECOPPS
contributing writer

After finishing last season
with a 11-16 record, it was dear
that the JMU men's basketball
program was hoping for a freshman to come in and contribute
immediately.
JMU's wishes have been
granted, as freshman Tim Lyle
has stepped into the starting
lineup and been a consistent performer.
Lyle's immediate success is a
surprise to no one.
"We knew he had the ability
to jump in and play at this
level," head coach Sherman
Dillard said.
Heading into his senior season at Poca High School inPoca,
WVa., Lyle was heavily recruited and drawing attention from
some major universities before
elbow injuries forced him to skip
some of the prestigious summer
camps he was invited to attend.
Lyle excelled in three sports
at Poca, a town about 15 minutes
west of Charleston.
As a track standout, he finished third in the state championship in the 400 meters. In football, he was all-state while playing tight end on offense and line-

backer on defense. His abilities
on the gridiron drew attention
from such football powerhouses
as Ohio State University,
Marshall University and West
Virginia University.
Athletic ability runs in the
Lyle family, as one of Lyle's
brothers runs track at Marshall,
while his other brother played
football there with current NFL
star Randy Moss.
Naturally, Marshall pursued
Lyle for his multiple talents.
However, they wanted him to
play tight end on the football
team in addition to playing basketball.
"I just wanted to play basketball," Lyle said. "So this is where
1 ended up."
JMU was fortunate to grab
such a talent, as Lyle was named
the West Virginia High School
Player of the Year by USA
Today when he was still a junior.
Lyle led Poca to the state championship that year, averaging an
impressive 22.2 ppg and 10.1
rebounds ppg as a high school
player.
His success has now carried
over to the CAA for the Dukes.
Lyle cracked the starting lineup
just five games into the season.
"When we started him, it was

a reward for his play," Dillard
said. "Some guys are great practice players, some are great game
players. Tim is both."
His position on the court
varies from time to time, with
his six-foot-eight, 220 pound
frame granting him some versatility.
"When
[junior]
Rob
[Strickland] is in there, 1 play a
four," Lyle said. "When he's not,
I move up to play the five."
Normally, a player's transi- *
tion from high school to college
can be a difficult one. There are
new schemes to learn and new
players' respect to earn. Neither
has been too much of a problem
for Lyle.
"Coach Dillard's system is
somewhat similar to the one my
high school team ran," Lyle said.
"In high-school, all I had to do
was post up and score. Here I'm
asked to do more screening on
the perimeter, so it's definitely a
little different."
Dillard credits Lyle's mastery
of the fundamentals as a big key
to his early success.
"He had a solid background
in basketball coming in here,"
Dillard said.
see IMPACT page 31

STUDY ABROAD IN JAPAN
(And pay JMU tuition!)
Very limited spaces are available for JMU's exchange program to Nanzan
University in Nagoya, Japan for Fall 1999 and Spring 2000.
Requirement: minimum 3.0 (. I'A
Pay tuition to JMU and room & board to Nanzan University!

Superheat KKK//(

on the B/G PROJECTION
SCREEN in TDi/f
Come Join the Fun on Sunday, Jan. 31st
Beginning at Pregame!!

______

To apply, or for more information, contact:

Cheryl Tobler
Assistant Director
toblerca@jmu.edu
568-6273

Dr. Chong Yoon
Professor of History
yoonck@jmu.edu
568-3607

^Sc
TA
^4

SPECIAL... Pizza
Peddlers will Deliver
1-Topping Pizzas for
the Discounted Price
of $8!
(MUST BE DELIVERED
TOTDU!)

Contact Tracy for More Info, at X7870
JMU Office of International Education, Hillcrest House 2nd Floor,
568-6419, intl_ed@jmu.edu, www.jmu.edu/intl-ed/

.
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ffdsiry^urlicketlo'hassle-free auto service]

The "BIG" Deal
Any 12" MTO
for $4.49
(From 4pm-Midnight)
533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178

Making it easier everyday!7
Watch what
happens when

J _ AUTO
10% OFF Any Repair

SERVICE

• Foreign & Domestic
Free Estimates - All Work Guaranteed
• Maintenance & Repairs
Pick-Up A Deliver)'Available
• 28 Years Experience

(540)434-1147

MASTER
AUTO
TECHNICIAN

13,000 pairs of eyes
see YOUR ad.

IAMIS

UADISOH

U Ml V I« JIT Y

For advertising rates call
#568-6127
The
COUrt (540)433-9189

Square MlM8
^kU4
Theater - **
"THIS MOVIE IS A SCANDAL.
All OUTRAGE AND
IRRESISTIBLY ENTERTAINING

Fri. - Sat. 7:00 pm & 9:00 pm
Sun. 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm
Mon. - Thurs. 7:30 pm only
In Concert

10,000
Maniacs
Feb. 7th @ 7:30 pm

Tickets • $15.00 from Plan? Music,
Town & Campus Records, and Calhoun's

Can you spot the difference
between the components?
(Vint-: cUeck H\e pvice f<*$)
You've got it. They're exactly the same, and
they're both at Crutchfield. But the one in the
Outlet department costs less.
Why?
Because it's a return from one of our national
catalog customers. That's a problem for us, an
opportunity for you.
You see, it works fine so we can't send it back
to manufacturer. And we can't sell it again at the

original price because the box has been opened.
So to the Outlet it goes; waiting to be scooped
up by a savvy bargain-hunting customer. Like
you, perhaps.
Right now is an especially good time to shop;
the busy holiday season means there are a lot of
post-Christmas goodies waiting for you.
Come in now, before the best deals get away.

Coming Soon

Maura O'Connell
Feb. 28th @ 7:30 pm

CRUTCHFIELD

Tickets - $15.00 from Plan9 Music,
Town & Campus Records, and Calhoun's.

Market Square East (behind Pargo's on Rt 33,1 block west of 1-81) • (540) 434-1000 • Mon.-Sat 10 to 7, Fridays until 8
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player

BEAT
FENCING

RUNNERS, from page 31

The JMU fencing team went 7-4 at the Northwestern Invitational Friday and Saturday.
On Friday, the Dukes went 2-2. They defeated Fairleigh Dickinson University 18-14 and the Air
Force Academy 18-14, but were defeated by Ohio State University 21-11 and Northwestern University 21-11.
JMU was 5-2 on the final day of competition. The Dukes defeated the University of Michigan,
Lawrence College, Michigan State University, Cleveland State University and Cal. State -Fullerton. JMU fell to the University of Chicago and Temple University.
Senior Susan Loeser led the Dukes in wins at the competition. Looser was 24-15 in the foil
while sophomore Laura Webb went 19-18 in the foil. JMU also received strong performances
from two freshmen, as Tara Saddig went 21-14 and Katie Mailloux was 15-5 in the foil.
Freshman Allison Schwartz led the Dukes in the epee with a 22-17 record. JMU sophomore
Kim Roberts was 16-8 in the epee competition while sophomore Vlckl Karousos compiled a
record of 19-20.
JMU travels to Johns Hopkins University Saturday. The competition begins at 10 a.m.

cross-country, with planned
runs, speed workouts and hill
workouts." Ubilla said he wants
members to use this training to
get in shape for road races.
Ubilla said he would like the
club to have the same kind of
bond he enjoyed with his teammates as part of his high school's
cross-country team. The club
plans on sponsoring events such
as team dinners and movie
nights to help foster a sense of
camaraderie.
While the club's goal is to
grow, its organizers feel the most
important thing is that members
stay committed.
Messina said, "We want a
consistent group of people that
are going to come out every day.
Right now, there's not a lot of
commitment."
Ubilla said he eventually
wants a steady group of members, but he understands the
running club is not for everyone.
"If you're at all interested,
come out and try it," Ubilla said.
"If you don't like it, that's okay.
You don't have to come back."
The running club will have a
meeting today in Taylor Hall room
402.

JMU

WOMBN'S ZASKETZAIL

IMPACT, from page 29
As far as the other players go,
Lyle says they've been easy to
get along with.
"I'm a lot different from them,
and they'll tell you that because
of where I'm from," Lyle said.
"But they are still real nice to
me."
Lyle has played in 17 of the
team's 18 games — missing only
the Dukes' first visit to Old
Dominion University because of
a deep thigh bruise — and is
currently leading the conference
in field goal percentage, shooting near 63 percent from the
field.
The freshman is also averaging 9.6 points and 4.8 rebounds
per game for the Dukes this season.
What will the future bring for
Tim Lyle? Coach Dillard sees
nothing but improvement on the
horizon for his young playef.
"His ability to be more physical will come in time," Dillard
said. "He hurt his shoulder in
high school and was unable to
lift weights very much. Now
he's free to work out and his
dedication will bring strength in
time."

Smites

JMU DUKES
3-point
Player G-GS FG-FGA FCT. FG-FGA FT-FTA PCT. OR-TOT AVG A TO FTS. AVG
Colebank 20-14 51-156
Jordan 20-15 56-145
Archer 18-4
53-111
Franklin 20-13 57-133
Woll'bergl9-8
41-140
Cook
19-9
44-101
White 20-10 37-133
Todd
20-8
39-102
Keener 15-3
20-54
Williams 12-4
20-65
Demann 15-5
19-48
Herring 18-1
15-36
Hardb'gerll-1
6-21
Skuchas 12-0
4-14
JMU
20
462-1259
Opp.
20
444-1023

327
386
.477
.429
193
.436
27%
.382
370
.308
J%
.417
186
.286
367
.434

13^51
41^58 707
1-9
28-49 571
6-19
12-22 545
04)
8-16 500
23-91
11-17 .647
0-4
22-41 537
1048
17-33 515
0-6
22-35 .629
8-21
13-15 .867
8-33
1-5
100
M
8-20 .400
04
0-1
.000
0-3
00
.000
0-0
4-11 .364
69-285 187-323 579
70-181 317-468 .677

6^58
2.9 74
65-121 6.1 33
26-44
14 11
27-83 4.2 8
8-29
15 26
45-105 55 14
25-50
25 33
34-75
3.8 12
1-13 0.9 22
7-21
1.8 15
24-55
3.7 3
20-37 11 9
5-15
1.4 2
6-15
1.3 0
347-806 403 262
198-719 36.0 282

64
43
25
28
28
28
28
22
16
21
18
15
6
9
365
385

156
141
124
122
116
110
101
100
61
49
46
30
12
12
1180
1275

TT

7.1
6.9
6.1
6.1
5.8
5.1
5.0
4.1
4.1
3.1
1.7
1.1
1.0
59.0
63.8

THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE BAND

DELIVERY

"America's Band"
Washington, D.C.
presents in concert

11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
till 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

The Official Chorus of the United States Air Force

Sponsored by

2M>

JMLPs School of Music

LARGE ANY ONE TOPPING

Day Buffet

Night Buffet

Monday - Thursday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Monday - Thursday,
4 o.m. - 8:30 p.m.

$3.99

w/ purchase of beverage
Must show JAC card

Concert Date, Time & Location

Wilson Hall
January 29
8:00 p.m.

$5.99

$2.99

fTRFF ADMISSION!
•k
No tickets required
~k
No reserved scats
*
Limited seating
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The Best Pizza in Town ... Ho&ftf

433-0606

Located in Cloverleaf Shopping Center

32
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SPORTS

the campus movie
channel premieres Feb. 1
•

For nore lift, stop by Taylor 233. call x6217
or visit oar website:
http://www.jNB.eda/eros/apb/

The Breere
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For All Women, By Greek Women

New &
Exp<Mit>ct>
Kicnu

kjzt*» Talk flbout §ex
829 E. Market St. &£%65 or 574-2263

ftpe&ker: Merojen ffenman

33

Wednesday, February 3
Zane Showker Room (3-5
9RM.
Questions? Lisa x 7107 or Megan 574-0575

A<l>

\1\

All

\\<>

FREE
BRAKE

AAA

AI

IK

XII

/TA

Heish man's
BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INC.
Slate
rupcction
Slalion

i Alignment
> Brakes
> Shocks
' Batteries
i Tune-up
i Mufflers

INSPECTION
with coupon

434-5935
E. Market at Furnace
Beside Papa John's Pizza

Ofl^fe Filter Change'
$16.95 + tax
oil change, filter with up to
5 quarts of oil
-«expires 2/11/99

A cvrt *r- •*.* oi

Chef* cook rIsJit before *|owr ctfc?

OVER 60 ITEMS!
Authentic Japanese Cuisine,
Teppan Void & Sushi Bar & Lounge

11:00 A.m. - 3 p.m.

tHwmn: Sun -THwr»u 11 :oo-w:00 p.**-

$4.9*

W/S*!: ii:0O-it:00 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
fV.

East Carolina
Friday, January 29th, 7:30 p.m.
Convocation Center
SMOKEYBEAR
PHOTO CARD
NIGHT!
AUTOGRAPH
NIGHT!

I McDonald*

Duke Dog
Reading Night!
....

LVNCHBVrTFT
DAILY!

Teppxn YXki Style Coo\Of%s

SfC^FTS OF
ANTLGRAVIIY
BOY REVEALED!

MASSANUTTEN, VA—
Unidentified objects hovering
over the mountain. Flying disks
spotted at tlie snow tubing park.
Weird lights and excited
shrieks at night. Is tin's proof
that aliens are among us? No,
just proof that people are having a great time at Massanutten
Resort. With skiing, snowboarding, and snow tubing, it's
no mystery why we're popular
with visitors from all over.
Plus, all 14 of our trails are
lighted so you can ski right into
the twilight zone—and

beyond. Tb learn IHAV you can
experience the Massanutten phenomenon, call now. Tlien start
planning your invasion.
■

UNIDENTIFIED
objects seen
flying over the
mountain

^?S® .
**ivnia«r. A5,;»
|^^^sort.coni

r O* mountain.
fc spotted .. ujj.

■ ■*--■ — "■>-■ - ^■?'V« V*T-V^ AV^V J.T.T.V^V.VaV. .-..*,., .^fc ..... a a a »A<~ ... «

' .
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FLORIDASPRING BREAK
FROM $159 PER WEEK!

SANDPIPER BEACON
BEACH RESORT
PANAMA ClfY BEACH, FLA
("tare*

NJIIJUM

.

1-800-488"8828 \\\\tt>aiulpipcrlv;ia>n.a>m

q>M
rfHfc

•

NOW
DELIVERS

#

4 telephone lines
local phone service with voice mail,
call waiting and other great features

801-0221
CALL FOR DETAILS

Looking for
some extra
CASH?

High speed unlimited
Ethernet access
• Cable
• Water, sewer and trash removal
Clubhouse with
weight and exercise room,
pool table and foosball
• Pool and Hot Tub

Valley Mall
IS

NOW HIRING

•Tennis, volleyball, basketball courts
• State of the art computer lab

for ALL shifts.

•
•
•
•
•

flexible hours
great crew
managers who care
employee discounts
.great location

•Washer/Dryer and microwave
plus dishwasher
Full service caring staff
*

Take the bus from
campus! (Route 1)

*

Iff"- Breeze
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LIFESTYLE
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today is a available for incoming messages by listening
5 — You've been interested in more than you speak. And today, a co-worker
ideas lately, but now you should will be particularly verbose. Listen, but you
get interested in practical matters. may choose to follow your own good sense.
Today's Birthday (Jan. 28) Work
It's great to do something you love,
overtime this year to assure your success. The but it's even better if you're getting paid for it. Libra (Sept 23-Oct 23) — Today is a 5
j„b may seem awkward ii. February, but the Once you get a job like that, work becomes
— You could make a brilliant
money's good by March. By April, you play, and that possibility is out there now. In
career move today. The
should be ready to take on more responsibility. fact, it's closer than you think.
opportunity could come quickly,
Use intuition to understand a new assignment
and you won't have long to act, so
jn July. A co-worker can help, too. Your Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today is a pay attention. There's no shortage of money,
mate's your best teacher in August. Quick
7 — You're very lucky today. but the trick is getting it into your pocket. All
action gains you points in the fall. Get rid of a
You're assertive, calm, gorgeous you have to do is provide what's needed. The
bad habit in December.
and inspirational — everything you hard part is figuring out what that is, and
always hoped you'd be. If any having it there on time. Follow a hunch.
To get the advantage, check the day's rating: other thoughts try to get into your head, just
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
shoo them away. Don't allow them to spoil Scorpio (OcL 24-Nov. 21) — Today is a
the pretty picture you're creating for yourself.
7 — Conditions have shifted;
Aries (March 21 -April 19) — Today is a It's your life, and today you can make it be
they're now in your favor. A lucky
5 — You're a warrior, of course, just as lovely as you want.
break is predicted, so be watching
but every once in a while you get
for it. Love is abundant, and
warm, snuggly feelings. That'll be Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a 5 — growing. Your self-confidence should be, too.
happening more often while the
You could wake up today with a You may not be in control of the situation, but
moon's going through Cancer, the water sign
sense of foreboding, as if there's that's OK. You might even choose to give up
that squares Aries. Water signs are emotional,
something you promised to do that control, just for the fun of it. If you do, you'll
and you may be surprised to find you have an
you've forgotten all about. access real power.
emotional side.
Actually, odds are high that's actually the
case. So today, search your brain and your Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec 21) — Today
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today is a notepad and the little scraps of paper you've
is a 5 — You may be something of
..
7 — You're starting into a pensive been carrying around in your pocket. Find all
a gambler, but today you'd be wise
V ~C/\ phase today that will last into the the promises you've made, and keep them.
to squelch that urge. Let the house
I y weekend. The moon's transit
rake in somebody else's loose
^--*
through Cancer trines Jupiter in Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22) —Today is a 7 change. Speaking of houses, you may find a
Pisces and Mars in Scorpio. This grand trine
— You could have a brilliant good deal in real estate or get something
in water signs could inspire you to rekindle a
insight today, almost as if it was beautiful for your home. No gamble here. It's
bond with some special friends. They're the
handed to you from on high. If so, simply a good, solid deal. If you find
ones you can talk to.
it's because you've made yourself something like that, go for it

HOROSCOPES

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan. 19) — Today
v_ is a 7 — Venus is going into Pisces
Cw^\ today, in your solar third house of
(JS I education, making you even
v
smarter than usual. Venus
symbolizes good luck, and so does Jupiter,
which is also in Pisces. So your luck should
be stupendous. In this case, it has to do widi
education. Therefore, you should definitely
sign up for a class.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today is
a 5 — Whatever shenanigans
I you've been up to for the last few
days apparently have not hurt your
productivity, because it looks like
you're being considered for a promotion or a
raise. Or could it be you're in love with the
person who dispenses the money? Hmm ... At
any rate, you're lucky, so be bold. Ask for
what you want.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today is a
7 — Things have shifted again, and
this time you're downright lucky.
There's a grand trine in water signs,
which makes you even luckier yet.
Your intuition is good, and your attitude
should be improving. But instead of racing
into action, you may choose to sit and wait.
Watch, listen and let someone else stick his or
her neck out first
-Tribune Media Services

SOAP OPERA UPDATES
All My Children
Frank comes to see Opal and Palmer sees
them buggirag. Tad heads off to find
Adrian. Liza pumps Jake for information on
what's wrong with Dixie. Kit visits Hayley
in jail to say Ryan is a rapist. Hayley
accuses ber of altering the DNA tests. Kit
storms off. Gillian attdHyan get a visit from
Mateo and Gillian thinks be*s bringing
money. He wants Ryan to confess. When
he pulls out his phone to call the cops
Gillian clocks him with a champagne bottle
and the two go on the run.
Another World
Tyrone removes MarJey from jail believing
she needs medical help, but she escapes and
visits Vicky to ask for forgiveness. Vicky
can't forgive her and she almost wafts off a
pier, but Tyrone;saves her in time. Ali
refuses to go skiing with Cameron and
Amanda. They go without her but Jordan
Stark isn't far away, Cameron is knocked
out and Amanda sees a man with a distorted
face and wants to go home. Cindy grills
Josie about her baby's due date.
As the World Turns
Brad gets wtod of this and Jack helps Carty
secure a new judge and custody. Julia
grows concerned over the bond Jack has
with Parker since he delivered ftira, Molly
finds Andy slugging from a bottle and she

goes to bed disgusted. Andy leaves a gas
burner going and he and Molly are just
about killed. Tom happened to be at the
apartment and smelled the gas, Tom was
looking for Emily and Msrgo isn't too
happy about that one.

there. Phillip is in his guard dog roode about
now. Reva and Josh hit the PD and are
arrested for the attempted murder of Ten
DeMarco. Ross comes in and claims to
have proof that DeMarco's injuries
occurred at least six-months ago.

The Bold and Ae Beautiful

General Hospital

Brooke tells Stephanie she will always love
Ridge. Brooke tells Pierce that they are
exactly alike because he wants Taylor and
she wants Ridge. Brooke is convinced
Taylor and Ridge's marriage is crumbling.
Pierce hadn't told her they plan another
child at that point.

Jason tells Robin she has always tried to
make his decisions for biro because she
feels only her choices are the right choices.
Nikolas tells Stefan about the bedroom
incident because he's concerned that
Katharine will tell Helena that Stefan is
Nikolas' father, Stefan has security beefed
up Kg ume. The heroine of Felicia's next,
novel will be based on the life of Tammy
the Hooker.

tetro effects and she encourages him that he
will be fine. He wants her-to join him for
coffee at the Recovery Room but she still
has rounds to make. Frank runs into Matt
and be tells him mat he is free of DL-56.
Matt claims two people are dead because of
his greed. Later, Matt lightens up on Frank.
Sunset Beach

Days of Our lives
Greta tells John she wants to hit Europe
afterher surgery. John wants to go with her.
They hug and Mariena is watching. Stefano
flips the satellite switch and Hope's
memories as Gina are Hashing through her
head She is found unconscious in the snow
and taken to the hospital. Bo rushes to her
side. Carrie and Mike pine for the
relationship they cannot have, Ali pines for
the relationship with Mike that she still
thinks is possible.

Bo visits Sam and demands to know if be
loves Nora. Sam admits he does. Will tells
Sam he is sickened by what he did with
Nora. Kevin sports a clerical collar
borrowed from Andrew and goes to see
Cassie. Cassie tells him how much she loves
him, but thingsareo't totally right upstairs
because she is calling Kevin Andrew.

Guiding Light

Port Charles

Phillip tells her not to talk like that. She
thinks she should go to St. Louis and return
the backpack but Phillip won't let her go

Karen tells Matt he is totally free of all
traces of DI/-56. He doesn't seem as happy
as she is about this. He is afraid of any long-

The Young & the Restless
Nina tells Chris the coach asked her out in
front of Ryan. Chris thinks she still has
feelings for Ryan, but Nina thinks she
deserves a little revenge. Carl bangs in
Paul's offke with Rum and Mary is waiting
with Lynns. Mafcolro is in the hospital alter
being beaten and Olivia believes Trey is
behind it

•Tribune Media Services

Yy>Vr:-T.-

•tf

One Life to Uve

Maria admits to Meg that she loves Ben and
she does not want to give him up. Ben hears
their conversation. Sara teams up with Tim
to work on getting Met- away from Ca^y «o
that SarJ can iui\ c (. u^> and Tint v,;
Meg. G&bt takes an undercover assignment
with AJ and Ricardo isn't liking it

< V .t;.1;.«;f tt>;llli„f,,a.JWlwm:.i

■■———_
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Instrument
"very Outtar & Bm
•Every 6u»*ar W '"
Every Prumset^
/HI Accessories
^111 Strings

Guitar
Stands

$12
Ovation Celebrity Acoustic/Electric
List $559 SALE $368

Alvarez Solid Top Classical
Rosewood back & sides
List $675 SALE $268

Montana Banjo List $359 SALE $168
Ibanez GAX70 List $279 SALE $199

US Masters Sportser Classic Ust $999 SALE $438
Alvarez RD10 Dreadnought
Crate Vintage Club Pratice Amp List $284 SALE $198
List $219 SALE $129
5 watt 8" tube amp • includes carry bag
Takamine EG240 w/pickup
Tama Rockstar Drumset List $1249 SALE $768
List $329 SALE $219

Complete specials list at: http://home.rica.net/acemusic
2990 $ Main Street, Herrisonburg, VA 540-434-4722 • 1-800-PLAY ACE

MUSIC 'N
ELECTRONICS

313-C Neff Ave • Directly Behind Vallev Mall
9 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Sat.

Hours
10 6 Moo Fri
10 5 Saturday

434-9987

CIRCUIT CITY
Price • Selection • Service

Ouolffy » Integrity • Low Prn«

DIVX

m
On-Campus
Presentation
February 1.1999
Taylor Hai. Room 306,

Deadline
February 2.1999

NATIONAL BANK*

CHfaouTOwwagra

On-Campus
Interviews

www.circuitcHy.com/

March 1, 1999

caroerconnect/

6.-0O-7:00pm
INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE!!
ALL BUSINESS MAJORS WELCOME!!
imrrfOMi t*$*s ************** x* r***** ***.

HRST
NORTH AMRICAN

. fccj* .

We promote a drug-free workplace. EOE.

rAVAW.vv»v,", :

rr r,r rrsr*

....
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Crossword Puzzle
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ACROSS
1 Mischievous
7 Besmirch
10 Splash liquid
14 Acts the bad
winner
15 One of the
Gershwins
16 Aniseed-flavored
liqueur
17 Dark red gem
18 Club for short
shots
20 Embassy head:
abbr.
21 Supped
22 Prevailing force
23 Actress Chong
27 Globelike objects
29 Feeing ill
31 Shelter
32 Writer SJ. _
34 Northern Ireland
38 "You _ There"
39 Sacred hymn
41 Self-image
42 Mime Marceau
45 Deliberate
subversion
48 Valuable vein
49 Serengeti
predators
50 Marine catch
54 Religious recluse
57 100-eyed giant
58 Broadcast
60 Org. of Senators
& Capitals
61 Gump and others

63 Implanted

66 Biblical
beginning
67 Kitchen utensil
68 Ultimatum words
69 Visualizes
70 Picnic pest
71 Orders follower
DOWN
1 Samanthaof
The Collector"
2 Bolivian beast
3 Tolerant one
4 Charleson or
McKellen
5 Sault Marie
6 FDR follower
7 After-dinner tidbit
8 Zodiac sign
9 Sought office
10 Evening
receptions
11 Decoy
12 Ultraviolet filter
13 Little lakes
19 Lucy's landlady
21 Quitldlen and
Paquin
24 Conk out
25 Omitting none
26 Nuns' headgear
28 Pipe installer
30 Grind (teeth)
32 Singer Tillis
33 End of an _
35 In a playfully
mocking way
36 Coop item
37 Caviar base

37

40 Stratum
43 Charles and
James
44 Wipe out
46 Individual
47 Tartan topper
50 Vaults
51 Succumb to time
and tide
52 Concur
53 The Evil One
55 "We hold _
truths to be..."
56 Church leader
59"_ She Lovely"
62 Health resort
63 London W.C.
64 Sphere
65 Scottish river
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LOOKING TO ENHANCE
YOUR UNIVERSITY
EXPERIENCE?

Interested in studying abroad in Africa??
Then come to the ...

Your opportunity
is coming February 7th,

Ghana Information Session

The Delta Chi Fraternity, one of
North America's finest college
fraternities, is looking for men who
want:
•
•
•
•
•

Tuesday, February 2
5-6pm
Taylor 311
For more information, contact. .
"7
-Of. David Owusu-Ansah. 568-6743. owusuadx@jmu.edu. or
the JMU Office of International Education. I lillcfe* House 2 Moor, 568-6419.
intl_ed@jmu.edu, www jmu^/mtl-ed/

leadership opportunities
improved interpersonal skills
exciting challenges
new friendships, and
much, much more.

This is your chance to be a Founding Father
of the James Madison University Chapter.
Don't miss it!

wmm

For more information, please call
Joe Burak at (888)827-9702 ext.4002 or
email at joeb@deltachi.com

Also, check out our web site at ivxvw.deltachi.cott
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Every Bedroom And Livingroom Has Cable Hookp-Ups.

Each furnished Luxury
Apartment comes with:
OFFICE HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat. 10:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
Visit our website @
www.lbjlimited.com

•Double Beds in each room
•Full size Washer & Dryer
•Telephone & Cable
hookups in each bedroom
& living room
•High speed internet access

•Oversized Closets
•Built-in microwave oven
•Garbage disposal
•Full size Dishwasher
•Bus Service

x

Stop by T*fie Commons, South View and Stone Cjate llentaf
uffices^orca
zQ&QOy&ndm^
to Cuxuryl
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CLASSIFIEDS
Four Bedrooms - 340 E. Elizabeth
St., two baths, $1,000. Available
June 1, 1999. 879-9947.
3, 4, or S BR Units AvailableFurnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate. Inc. 5404339676.
3 Bedroom Townhouse, CantreU
Avenue • University Court. Large
deck, microwave, washer, dryer,
furnished.
$250 • $270. 3
Bedrooms University Place furnished, excellent condition,
$230 - $240. Jury or August 1999,
540432*993.

J-M Apartments
434-1*47 (9 Ml - S pjn.)
2 BR apt. $400/mo.
or $200/person
3 BR apt. $480/mo.
or $160/person
4 BR apt. $680/mo.
or $170/person
All apts. near Canlrell Bridge.
One of the closest complexes loJMU'

Cols* Part-Asht»CnMssng-1210FOne room available immediately.
Clean, carpeted with a/c. full size
bed. Share bathroom with one
person. Water, sewer, and basic
cable included. Rent $255/mo.
Security deposit $75. Lease January
until August 1999. Call Ashby
Crossing at 540-4321001 or Tara

at 540662-0634.
UntversUy Place - 3 bedrooms72
baths, furnished, washer, dryer,
microwave. Lease 6/1/99 or
8/1/99 for one year. Bedroom
with private bath, $260; share
bath $240. Water free, no pets.
Deposit required. 433*822.
village Lane Townhouse • 5
bedroom, spacious, reasonable
rent. Call 433-3807 after 5 p.m.
Need 2 to Share House - 65
Fairview. $235/mo., deposit. Call
Jem, 4326523; or owner, 4330984.
Lease starts August 1,1999.

Owner/Manager
The good apts. go first,
so come by and see us!

2 Bedroom Apartment - near Court
Square. 73 E. Market St, $395/mo..
deposit, lease, utilities furnished.
4330984.

Four Bedroom House For Rant June to June Lease. Great location,
quet neighborhood, W/D, $240/mo.
per person. Cal 4321589 after 5 p.m.

Room For Rent - Ashby Crossing,
price negotiable. Call Sean,
757-229-2717.

Looking tor Roommate - Ready nice
place. Rent Is $265, everything
Included. Call 432-9158. 281 W.
Market St

Room Available In House - on
Elizabeth
Street. Sub-lease
February - July, $225/mo. Call
574-3456, ask for Cara.

1999- 2000 Efinlail

FOR SALE

437 S. Mason St. - water, hot
water, trash included. 2-BR Apt. ■
$230 - $250/penwn.
91 - 97 Franklin St - water, hot
water, trash included. Hardwood floors,
lags rooms. 3flR Apt $250/paraon

Rocktown Brewers - Homebrewlng
supplies. 52 E. Market St.,
downtown. 432-6799.
Lott For Sals - $50 with attachable
bookshelf. Call Teresa. 434-6296.

265 - 267 S. Liberty St.
TownhOUMS) - water included. 11/2
bath. 2-BR $550. Large rooms
227 - 229 Chicago Ava - 8
bedroom house. Rent one or both
sides. W/0. new carpet, 2 baths on
each side. 4 or 8 people, $225/peoon.
CAR ANY TIME! 438-8800
Hunter's Ridge Luxury Loft available June 1. 1999 through
May 31. 2000. $1.400/mo. No
waiting list. Call Jordan, owner/
agent at 564-1388.
Hunter's Ridge Townhouse - 1
room available NOWI Call Ryan
at home 609-234-4131, or Tom
at 438-8164. Rent extremely
negotiable. Hurry!
Best Kept Townhouse - Furnished 4
bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, microwave,
a/c. pool, tennis, available August
1.1999. Call 434-3790.
Hunter's Rldga 4 BR, 2 Bath
Condo - top floor. Washer/dryer,
and dishwasher replaced 1997.
New paint, family managed, 11
month lease, $235 per bedroom,
parties of 4 only. Call owner at
540568-2011 and leave message
or 757-481-0162.
College Station - 4 bedrooms, 2
bath. Full size washer and dryer,
$240/BR/mo. Groups of 4
available for fall. 433-8862.
Walking distance. Near Hardie's.

For Sals! Special Education text
books; art text books, 8284515.
1987 Honda Prelude - 5 speed,
$1,500. Good condition. 432-0079.
VW Bus 1978 - New engine, new
brakes, new clutch, new tires.
Great bus! $1,600. o.b.o. Must
sell! 5407404268.
For Sals - Waterbed mattress.
King, no motion - $200. Call
434-6697.

HELP WANTED
$1,500 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free information.
Call 202-452-7679.
Part-time Job - Fun, fun, fun! Call
Marty, 435-RIDE.
Will Pay Cash - for used or
damaged electronics, VCRs, TVs,
home and car stereos. PlayStations,
etc. Call Mike's Electronics,
43*8800.
Earn Up to $300 Per Weak •
assembling products at home. No
experience. Info, 1-50*646-1700,
Dept. VA-4806.
Cruise Ship Employment - Workers
earn up to $2,000+/month (w/tips
& benefits). World Travel! Land
tour jobs
up to $5,000 $7,000/summer. Ask us how!
517-336-4235, Ext. C53252.

ALCOHOL, from page 9

Many seniors are rethinking
their plans to go to the party
now that alcohol is out and
underclassmen are in.
"I don't think anyone will
go," senior Dave Lessa wid. "It's
supposed to be a senior event,
it's a tradition. There shouldn't
betrJJty underclassmen."
"We're att81,"''ser.iort RocJty

Summer Positions at Beautiful
Vermont Girls' Camp - Lochearn
Camp, one of the oldest & finest
private camps for girls, seeks
counselors/activity instructors.
Visit Hww.carnppage.com/tochearn
for available positions or contact
1-80O235O659.
Locheam&earthlink. net
Fraternities, ttororftts* ft Student
Groups - Earn $1,000 to $2,000
with easy 3 hour CIS Fund-Raiser
event. No sales required. FundRaiser Days are filling up, so
call today.
Contact
Chris
Coutinho 1-800-829-4777.
Free Radio ♦ $1,2801 Fund-raiser
open to student groups &
organizations. Earn $3 - $5 per
Visa/MC app. We supply all
materials at no cost. Call for Info
or visit our website. Qualified
callers receive a FREE Baby
Boom Box. 1-80O932O528 x 65.
www.ocmconcefjts.com
Club Manager Positions - Work in
a great environment at a summer
community swim dub in the Northern
Virginia area. Great experience
challenges you and prepares you
for future endeavors. Opportunity
far career contacts. Some experience
necessary. 703-323-9334.
Summer Instructors - Spend the
summer in Maine. Outstanding 8
week girls" camp needs male and
female instructors. Beautiful
wooded, lakefront location. Teaching
positions available in tennis,
swim, land sports, all arts,
gymnastics, rocks/ropes, water
sports, riding, dance, office, nanny,
group leaders, and more. Excellent
salary,
room/board,
travel
allowance. Trlpp Lake Camp.
Poland, Maine. Call 800997-4347
or 888017-7477.
www. Wpplakecamp.com
Wanted: Male and Female Nude
Models - for art classes. No
experience necessary. $7.65 per
hour. Part-time work. Call 433-2173
after 8 p.m. or leave message at
5680319.
Need Cash for School? Call
AVON, FT or PT, student discounts.
1-80O287-1804.
Sports Asslstsnt Positions available in Sports Media Relations
beginning March 1 and for summer
1999 and the 1999 - 2000 school
year. Successful applicant will
assist in covering the 27 NCAA
sports. Weekend and night work
required.
Writing experience
preferred, but not necessary.
Applications available in Sports
Media Relations, Godwin Hall, room
220. No phone calls. Deadline is
February 12.

Do You Own a Computer? Become
part of an explosive market by
owning your own Internet-based
business. Call 540-828-0230 or
1 80O484-4731. ext. 5109.
Earn Extra Cash! Make your own
hours! Responsible students to
market/manage Cittoank promotions
on campus. Free giveaways!
Earn $400+/week. Call JoAnn at
1-80O95O8472. ext. 117.
Internet User? On-line shopping
mall, pre-launch phase. Earn
money now, start career early. Call
Development Marketing, 801-9857.
for an interview.
$7 Per Hour Plus $150 Psr Month housing allowance. Largest rental
service on the Outer Banks of
North Carolina, (Nags Head). Call
Dona for application and housing
info, 800662 2122.

WANTED
Want to Be Part of a Groundbreaking JMU Documentary? Have
a camera follow you for a day. E mail
Nikki. vealenm@jmu.edu for details.

LOST & FOUND
Lost Black Cat - with tiny white on
chest, may have red collar. Owner
heartbroken! Any info please call
801-8506. Reward!

SERVICE
National DJ Connection - Great party
music since 1985! Call 433-0360.
Custom Printed ISS - Professional
screenprlnters since
1981.
Competitive rates. Free shipping.
Quick Turnaround. 800272-2066.
cuffurewonVs.com

Counselors Needed - for residential
summer program at UVA. for gifted
students in grades 5-11. Dates of
employment 6/20/ - 8/7/99. For
information and application call
804-924-3182. Application deadline
2/19/99. EEO/AA

Briscoe said. "We deserve to kick
back and have a good time. Having underclassmen there will
definitely deter me from going.
Not just because they're underclassmen, b|(t I'm offended.
We're sepiers, and it's supposed
to be our day."
Ticket prices were raised
from the usual $3 to $6, to make
up. for a change in the-capaciry of
PC'BalfrcxM TnVjMC/ t^arP

Parly with f he bast! ;
Cancun Mexico
Montego Bay Jamaica
Negiil Jamaica
Panama CHy Bch, FL
Daytona Bch, FL

I-.MI9
i™.$4!9
im $489
....$11'I
I.. $169

Need Help With Paperwork? $5
per page. Call June. 8330035.
8.9 cents/mln. Long Distance in/out of state, six second
increments, no line fees, no
surcharge calling cards. 1-800
475-9266, Code 111036.

•MBVKIS

5404338189

540568/453

Spring Break '99, Panama City
Beach - The Boardwalk Beach ResortSpring Break Headquarters.
Packages from $39 per person.
Closest to Spinnaker and La Vela.
Host of Sports Illustrated Beach
Club. Call now! 1 800224 GULF,
www. springbreakhq. com
Spring Break Snow Bash - at
Snowshoe
Mountain,
WVa.!!
Snowshoe's college scene is one of
the hottest in ski country! Spend
spring break with friends on & off the
slopes during parties, comedy
shows, crazy events (like inflatable
animal racing), prizes & much more!
Earn Snow Bucks by participating in
events, then use them to bid on new
skis, snowboards, & more during
the Snow Buck Auction! Great
Package prices only for students!
Call 304-572 5252 or check out
snowshoemtn.com far info!

SPRING BREAK '99
CANCUN • NASSAU • JAMAICA
Travel Free and make lots of Cash!
Top reps are offered orvslte staff Jobs.
AJMnckaWve Deals. Special Discounts
up to SlOO/person. Lowest price
Guaranteed. Call now for details!
www.clMtravet.com

Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 5 nights $279! Includes
meals & free parties! Awesome
beaches, nightlife! Departs from
Floridal Cancun & Jamaica $399!
springbreaktravel. com
1-80O678-6386
#1 Panama CHy Vacations - Free
parties - no cover. Best beachfront
hotels from $129. Free "Spring
Break Uncensored' video!

1^00234-7007
www. endlesssummertours.com

Discover Card

Opea to ■ Majors
FT0OAY, JAN. 28. 11 ajn„ 12 and 1 p.m.

SPRING
BREAK!

NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding trie
investigation of financing business
opportunities & work at home
opportunities, contact the Better
Business Bureau Inc.,

at 1«00 53 J5501.

CAMPUS REPS WANTED
APPLY ONLINE •

18002347007
www cmllr sssumm. flours i oin

Be Ready to Scuba Dive on Spring
Break! Weekend class Friday night.
Saturday. & Sunday. February 19.
20, & 21. Classroom & pool
training, all inclusive - Cost $195.
Do your certification dives on
Spring Break. Call Kathy's Scuba,
433-3337.
Washington Spring Break '99 - to
Cancun from $349, 7 rights. 14 free
meals. Call free. 1-80O244-4463.
Visit our web site wmv.cosV48efours.com
#1 Spring Break '99 Vacations!
Best prices guaranteed! Cancun &
Jamaica $399. Bahamas $459,
Panama City Beach $129. Book
now & receive a free 'Spring Break
Uncensored" video!
1-80O234-7007
www.endtesssummerTours.com
Cancun, Bahamas, Panama City Get free parties with USA Spring
Break! Call 1-888-777 4642 to
book your trip today!

PERSONALS
Sigma CM - Thanks for the great
mixer! Love, Sigma Kappa.
Adoption - Loving childless couple
wishes to adopt infant. Will pay legal
and medical expenses. Call Marlene
and Clayton 540338-5703 collect.

Place a Classified Ad In

INFO. SESSIONS

Showkei HaN, Room 221

cancun «~$w
dm&ca sin
Bahamas </s?
?lorMa,,. n

(.ill 1 inlay' Spitr li limited
1 80064S-4S49
wwwiiilurriiam
011' *I«HIS contact
Kalle f
Chris <*

MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIPS

Oat real BJJ ««Mrtain=« this summer.

w««

JlBUVll

1-800-838-6411
Rogers 3 T's - Tips. toes. & tan.
434 N. Mason St.. Valley Plaza
Shopping Center, Harrisonborg. VA
22802. 540-574-0626. New
Sunvision Wolff tanner with speed
face tanner. Specializing in
European spa pedicure.

www. f ulttonpa/nfars. com
Graphic Designer - Commercial
printing company with weekly
newspaper at Woodstock has an
immediate opening. Applicants
must be proficient with Pagemaker.
Illustrator and Photo Shop for the
Mac. Large format workstations,
all new. Benefits include hearth
insurance, retirement,
paid
holidays, vacation. Resume and
letter: Graphics, P.O. Box 1,
Woodstock. VA 22664.

SPRINGBREAK j

39

Spring Bret* ■>•*«■ *M 1 of 6 small
businesses m trie US m 1998 to be
recognized tor outttandang eth.es by
Council of Better Business Bureaus1

Bahamas Party

The Breeze
Come to the basement of
Anthony-Seeger
$150 for the first 10 words
($2 for each additional 10)

568-6127
Subscriptions to

Cruise $279
5 days. Most Meals. Free Parties, kxajdes Taxes

The Breeze
are available!

Panama $119

For only $30 for third class mail.

d ty - awMfc. How* m Suwne & Mo*

or $75 for first class mail, you can
receive a full year of

SPRING BREAK

Jamaica
$439
7 N«hts, Aar ♦ Hotel

Spring Break Panama CKy $1291
Boardwalk room with kitchen next
to clubs! 7 parties! Daytona $1491
South Beach $129! Cocoa Beach
$149! springbreaktravel.com
1*000706386.

Cancun $399
7 Nifhll. Atf * Hotel

The Breeze'
Please send your name,
The Breeze

Spring Break TravatOur 12th Year!

1 800 678-6386

ment of Public Safety reevaluat- him of the official change in the
ed the capacity of PC Ballroom PC Ballroom capacity the day
and said it now only has a capac- before winter break.
ity of 600 people, as opposed to
Neff said he looked at other
the 1,500 it was allowed to hold possible locations for the party,
in years past, Neff said.
such as the armory or the Shera"Our budget was based on a ton, but the prices were too high
1,500 person party," Neff said. and making sure people didn't
"It (the reduced capacity] was a drive home drunk became the 99
huge setback. We were betting Days Dance's responsibility.
on a much larger number."
"Getting people home was
v Neff said Loe Shiifje*** the too big a risk far an event that
• headMf VaWpup ^noe/itbtifted V&A^ppoWcfto r)e aVelebrat-

/

address & money to:
MSC 6805, Anthony

Seeger Hall
Harrlsonburg, VA 22807

tion," Neff said."
Representatives from the
SGA, Meador and Herrmann are
meeting today to discuss possible compromises and plans for
the future.
Neff could not say exactly
what the alcohol policy will
mean for the senior parties in
future.
"We're committed to the
• seniors-having a party of their
*wWnex\yeaf " Neff said. ,
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